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Learners with special needs in education are of diverse categories and include those wttiT physical
disabilities (PD). Among the PD are those with postures that make them strain when they stay in a
given position for long. This affects their learning ability by reducing their ease in the manipulation
of math concepts as a result of poor fine motor coordination. This study focused on learners with
poor fine motor coordination. Mathematics has been the worst performed subject among learners
with PD in the Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education (KCSE) as indicated in the results from the
year 2008 to 2013. The mean scores were 1.102; 1.004; 1.502; 1.342; 1.209 and 1.303 respectively.
This was below the national average of 3.155 over the same period of time. Traditional mode of
instruction (TI) had been the only method of teaching the learners. There was therefore need to
device ways that would enable the learners to participate in learning with ease. Computer based
learning (CBL) had been reported to enhance the teaching and learning of complex concepts in
accounting and physics and could as well provide solution in the teaching of mathematics among the
learners with PD. The purpose of this study was therefore to establish the Effects of CBL use on
Mathematics Performance among learners with PD in Secondary schools in Kenya. Objectives of the
study were to; Asses the instructional strategies used in teaching mathematics to learners with PD in
secondary schools in Kenya, Determine the effects of CBL use on mathematics pe~formance among
learners with PD in secondary schools in Kenya and establish the challenges faced by the learners
with PD in learning mathematics using CBL methods in Kenya. A pre-test quasi experimental and
correlation research designs were employed. Winnie and Butter, (1994) model was adapted and
conceptualized for. this study. Population of the study was 156 form three students and 7
mathematics teachers. Saturated sampling technique was used to select 128 form three students and
the 5 mathematics teachers- from three secondary schools for learners with PD-:-in Kenya. The
instruments used were Computer Assisted Statistics Text (CAST), Student Interview Guide (SIG)
and Focus Group discussion for Teachers (FGDT). Validity of research instruments was established
by experts in the department of special needs education. Reliability of student questionnaire was
established using Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha and accepted a 0.70 or above at p value of 0.05.
Quantitative data was analyzed using Analysis of variance and Pearson's product moment
correlation. Qualitative data was analyzed for content in emerging themes and sub-themes and
reported verbatim. Findings of the study revealed that the teaching strategies adopted by the
teachers were mainly: chalk and talk, with much emphasis on Individualized Educational Instruction
and collaborative teaching. There was statistically significant difference in the use of CBL method
{F (2,125) =33.14, p=.OOO} compared to the traditional method. The study also revealed that
students experienced challenges such as unmodified input systems of the computers that suited
learners with PD, inadequate computer software and teachers competence in the use of CBL. The
study recommended provision of diversity of mathematics software tailored towards the needs of
learners with PD and modifying the input systems in computers to suit learners with PD. The
findings will help the ministry of education and other relevant stakeholders in developing a method
that could improve the performance in mathematics among the learners with PD.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

This chapter discussed onthe background information, statement of the problem, purpose of the

study, objectives of the study, research questions, research hypothesis, scope of the study,

significance of the study, limitations and delimitations of the study, theoretical framework,

conceptual framework and operational definitions of terms used.

1.2 Background to the Study

Mathematics has been recognized worldwide as a vital tool for survival particularly in areas of

science and technology. Mathematics education therefore has increasingly become science and

technological oriented. The 21st century has witnessed an advanced development in information

communication and_t~hnology (lCT) through the introduction of underse~ fib~e optic cables

which link the whole world through the computer (internet), making the world a global village

(Deepark & Turner, 2006). Further to these, there has been an increase in access to computers

due to tremendous advancement witnessed in computer hardware and software engineering

which has resulted in the lowering of the prices of desktop and laptop computers, (Garrison &

Anderson, 2003).

Educational technology is an interdisciplinary field which is comprised of a diverse set of

disciplines and knowledge domains, (Bhagwan, 2005 . It is mainly concerned with the use of

various forms of instructional modes that aids in simplifying abstract concepts during the

teaching and learning process. Computer Based Learning (CBL) refers to the use of a computer



as an instructional material in the teaching learning process. In the process, the teacher gives

learners computer directions in a programming language, use the computer as a tool using in-

built software such as word processors and spread sheets or as a tutor the learners take drills,

practice, tutorial, use exploration tools or simulation, and at times test using the computer

(Oeepark & Turner, 2006).

The availability of Information and Communication Technology (lCT) tools and programs

spread all over the world. Instructors are supplementing the traditional lecture with teaching

strategies that emphasize understanding of concepts, active learning, and relevant applications

(Armington, 2003; Kinney, 2001). It is widely accepted that solely addressing the mathematics

skills of students is not sufficient (Hall and Pontoon, 2005). Math anxiety, negative attitudes,

poor study skills, and lack of responsibility for learning are also being addressed. In a recent

report by the World Bank (2008) it is made clear that the Jordanian educational system, like

other educational systems in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA region), depends heavily

on memorization, definition, knowledge of facts and concepts. It fails to concentrate on learning

and the usage of new approaches or techniques that reinforce creative and critical thinking

among students.

Audio-visual education a branch of education technology emerged as a discipline in the 1920s,

when film technology was developing rapidly (Hughes, 1962). A visual instruction movement

arose, which encouraged the use of visual materials to make abstract ideas more comprehensible

to students. As sound technology improved, the movement became known as audio-visual

instruction. Educators at that time viewed audio-visuals only as aids to teachers. Not until World



War II, when the armed services used audio-visual materials to train large numbers of persons in

short periods of time, did the potential of these devices as primary sources of instruction become

apparent (Blomeyer & Martin, 1991). In the 1950s and '60s, developments in communications

theory and systems concepts led to studies of the educational process, its elements, and their

interrelationships (Hughes, 1962). Among these elements are the teacher, the teaching methods,

the information conveyed, the materials used, the student, and the student's responses. As aresult

of these studies, the field of audio-visuals shifted its emphasis from devices and materials to the

examination of the teaching-learning process. The field was now known as audio-visual

communications and educational technology, and audio-visual materials were viewed as an

integral part of the educational system (Laswell, & Dwight, 1948).

As the technology improved, educational capabilities increased correspondingly. According to

Deepark and Turner (2006), the emergence of inexpensive computer technology and mass

storage media, including optical videodiscs and compact disks, has given instructional

technologists better tools with which to work. Compact disks (the CD-ROM and CD-I) are used

to store large amounts of data, such as encyclopaedias or motion pictures. In the new interactive

delivery stations with computers and CD-ROM, CD-I, or videodiscs, a student who is interested

in a particular topic can first scan an electronic encyclopaedia, then view a film on the subject or

look at related topics at the touch of a button (Garrison & Anderson, 2003). These teaching

stations combine the advantages of reference materials, still pictures, motion pictures, television,

and computer-aided instruction. With even newer technologies now being developed, such

learning stations are now commonplace in homes for both entertainment and educational

purposes. According to Hung and Khine (2006); the appearance of microcomputers has initiated
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graphic animation and implementation of an increased variety of instructional strategies, such as

simulation and modeling. Significant CBL projects emerging from these efforts in the early

1970's included the Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching operations (Sherwin, 1978).

Various authors document the immense benefits that these materials bring to the classroom. For

instance, Hung and Khine (2006) asserts that calculus students who used mathematica (a

Mathematics software) were better able to make connections between numerical, graphical and

symbolic representations than students learning via traditional methods such as lecture method,

historical method, book and pencil exercises and teacher-centred teaching. The assertion is

supported by Hung and Khine (2006) who found that engineering mechanics students who used

mathematica solved problems requiring calculus more conceptually when compared to students

learning via traditional methods such as lecture method, historical method, book and pencil

exercises and teacher-centred teaching focusing only on the procedures. Hung and Khine (2006)

argue that computers can make a unique contribution to the clarification and correction of

commonly held misconceptions of phenomenon by visualizing those ideas. For instance,. he

suggests that the computer can be used to form a representation for the phenomenon in which all

the relational and Mathematical wave equations (trigonometry iii) are embedded within the

program code and reflected on the screen by the use of graphics and visuals. Such use, according

to Hung and Khine (2006) makes the computer an efficient tool to clarify scientific

understandingof waves and other Mathematical topics.

Over the past two decades or so, technology has had a significant impact on the educational

system. Drucker stressed the idea that new technologies will force us to shift from teaching to
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learning, (Drucker, 1999). Research into teaching and learning with new technologies is

currently a very dynamic, high-profile and relevant area of educational enquiry (Muller, 2006).

Multimedia technology is probably one of the most exciting innovations in the information age.

The rapid growth of multimedia technologies over the last decade has brought about fundamental

changes to computing, entertainment, and education (Norhayati & Siew 2004).

Multimedia technologies and applications are probably some of the most exciting innovations in

the age of information evolution. They helped and got help from the Internet and other

communication and computer inventions. Multimedia has the potential to create high quality

learning environments, with the capability of creating a more realistic learning context through

its different media. It also helps by allowing all learners even those with physical disabilities to

take better control of the classroom especially when the class size is large. For effective learning

to take place, there is active interaction of both cognitive and psychomotor dormains, (Hung &

Khine 2006). A learner writes down with the limbs what he has understood and for a learner

whose fine motor coordination is impaired due to disability, use of adapted computers will

bridge this gap by increasing the speed of manipulating the tasks. Mathematics as a subject

involves more of manipulation and with the degenerative disorders in limbs among the learners

with effective learning is inhibited. Retention improves with psychomotor. By allowing a learner

to take control, interactive multimedia can provide an effective learning environment to learners

with PO, (Margie & Liu, 1996).

A study of the mathematical achievement of high school students in Nigeria who were randomly

assigned to computer based learning (CBL) or traditional instruction (TI) revealed a significantly
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higher mean for the CBL assisted group (Olusi, 2008). CBL has also had positive effects for

calculus students (McSweeney, 2003), psychology students (Brothen & Wambach, 2000), and

low-ability students (Hannafin & Foshay, 2008). In all these studies however, little is mentioned

about the effect of CBL on mathematics performance and motivation towards the subject by

learners with physical disabilities in Kenya.

Computer based learning (CBL) is a technology with enhanced kind of learning which offers

several advantages over traditional schooling. Although this field has witnessed a huge progress

in providing alternative teaching strategies for the learners with disabilities in general, there is

yet more to be done in as far as improving the mathematics performance for learners with PD is

concern, (Johnson and Johnson, 1995). There is great number of the learners with physical

disabilities who cannot study because of their physical conditions. This modern system of

learning was alleged to provide them with an equal opportunity to study, as their regular friends

--
and relatives. It was reported to also increase motivation amongst this category of learners and

enable them to manipulate learning materials with ease hence increasing their ability to achieve

in complex subjects like accounting (Kagan, 1990; Lerman 1997). While proper access to

buildings and facilities is generally of primary concern, access to the curriculum and learning is

of equal importance to children with physical disabilities, (Kagan, 1990). Computer based

learning include the use of head pointers or head mice (particularly optical); keyboard/mouse

accessibility utilities and key guards; overlaid keyboards; predictive word processors; switches

and scanning systems; touch pads; tracker balls and speech recognition, (Johnson & Johnson

1995).



Oslon, (1988) notes that computer based techniques can be used both as a replacement for

conventional approaches and for instruction that do not result in learning. It is the teachers'

structuring and framing of information and communication technology (lCT) supported tasks,

which allow pupils to realize their own potential, and that of technology (Scot, 1997; Davies &

Selyn, 1999). CBL produces positive results in the teaching of difficult subjects or where pupil

motivation is low, (Makau, 1990; Alessi & Tro llip, 1991; Blomeyer & Martin, 1991; Garcia,

1992; Voogt, 1993; Kiboss, 2002). The authors concur that CBL is an effective tool for

improving the students' performance by motivating them in learning. Instructional technologies

can be integrated as an effective component in any area of subject matter when instructional

personnel understand the practical significance of the new methods and delivery systems,

(Blomeyer& Martin, 1991; Crawford, 1999).

Most of the teachers' failure to model the use of the technology in their teaching may be

attributed to lack of training on the use of technology, lack of configence in the new medium and

insufficient funding put in the infrastructure in schools, (Gaed, 1995; Davies & Selwyn, 1999).

Despitethe shortcomings, computers open new ways of learning which go beyond the traditional

classroomactivity, help teachers to do better what they already know (Bostrom, 1982) and act as

amplifiers of existing practice, (Philips, 1984; Boucher, 1998). They also stimulate the

intellectualclimate and social interaction among pupils, (Papert, 1980; Crawford, 1999). This led

to the choice of CBL to be used in the teaching of mathematics in secondary schools in order to

determineits effects on learner's performance in mathematics.
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In Kenya, the history of the learners with PD date back to post Second World War period, when

rvice men who had been injured in wars were put together to be facilitated through provision

f treatment services, (Christensen, 1997). Some of the earliest schools that were started in

enya to cater for the education of children with physical disabilities included Dagoretti

Children's Home that was started in 1961 by the Red Cross Society and the Joytown School for

the physically disabled in Kisumu that was started in 1962 by the Salvation Army.

Although there are numerous research on the positive impacts of CBL in foreign countries and

higher institutions of learning including institutes of technology, polytechnics and universities in

Kenya, the high school Mathematics teachers have done very little to introduce the same in their

classroom teaching and learning process. With the Free Day Secondary Education (FDSE)

provided by the Kenya Government, secondary schools are increasingly acquiring computers for

computer science subject which is an optional subject, thereby ensuring that the infrastructure is

put in place awaiting implementation (MOEST, 2003~2004).

1.3 Theoretical Background to the study

By acknowledging the learner as an "agent," the theories recognize that a student does not

merely observe the surroundings and receive information available but also steps forward to

define goals and seek specific information from papers, text books or the teacher. The method

and physical acts elicit information that the student seeks for the purpose of guiding subsequent

thinking and acting. The student develops problem- solving skills by organizing the internal and

external instructional events. The internal factors are the child's maturation level and intrinsic

need for equilibrium while the external factors include the social transmission of knowledge and

em ironmental experience to influence development.
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iving the message, the mind of the learner processes information through the following

(Allessi& Trollip, 1991): The encoding stage is where the message is put in some form

for communication. These could be physical touch; visible movements of some portion of

body or using symbols like for speak pictures or writing; the transmitting in the signal stage

th broadcastingof the message via a medium; Perceiving stage is where the receiver puts the

ming message into some form that will make it more understandable while the decoding

i where the message is interpreted by the receiver; and the understanding stage is where

receivergets the message as intended by the sender.

knowledge received is then stored as procedural, declarative or conceptual knowledge.

ural knowledge is the information that relates to action rules. This is classified according

ituations and their properties. Declarative knowledge is descriptive information (Kibcss,

000). It is knowledge that is referred to as schema, mental structures. This knowledge remains

tic until changed by learning. Tact knowledge is the knowledge that influences cognitive

roce ing but the learner isnot aware. Conceptual knowledge is information about the physical,

ial environmentand material world as in the knowledge base represented in Table 1.

Table 1: Acqulsitlo» of knowledge and employment of knowledge
equisition of knowledge(Storage) Employment of knowledge (Retrieval)

mory Declarative Procedural Contextual Cognitive Total
t m knowledge knowledge knowledge complexity cognitive

omponent system
L arning 10% 20% 25% 30% 15%
time
laming
bj ctives

In tructional
methods

Verbal lntellectual Contextual Cognitive Creative
skills skills strategies process
Practice Problem Complex Self-
strategies oriented problem directed

strategies strategies experience

information
Expository
strategies

(After Tennyson's Model 1987)
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The learners create schemata by which they use to organize their perceived environment

osniadou, 1996). These structures are used to identify process and store incoming information.

Using the process of assimilation, the individual attempts to place new concepts into existing

schemata or knowledge base. When new information does not fit into existing schemata, the

learner can create new ones into which the new stimulus is placed or the existing schemata is

modified. However, because of the shift in focus from the traditional schooling paradigm to

knowledge acquisition, emphasis on thinking skill can be developed. The process puts the

learning responsibility or power more in the hands of the student than when the conventional

methods are used, (Tennyson & Rasch, 1988). CBL therefore, gets an upper hand in instruction

as it disseminates knowledge to learners by (1) presenting information, (2) guiding pupils during
I

instruction,(3) providing practice to pupils and (4) providing assessmer.t (Alessi &Trollip 1991;

Walklin, 1982;Bruner 1971).

Alessi and Trollip (1991) outlined steps for presenting a lesson. They are: (a) gaining attention,

(b) informing learner of lesson objective, (c) stimulating recall of prior learning, (d) presenting

stimuli with distinctive features, (e) guiding learning, (f) eliciting performance, (g) providing

informative feedback, (h) assessing performance, and (i) enhancing retention and learning

transfer. These steps go a long with the internal events, such as alertness, expectance, and

retrieval IO working memory, selective perception, semantic encoding, retrieval and responding,

reinforcement, cueing retrieval and generalizing in the course of the lesson to bring about

learning. The CBL extends on the senses of the learners and hence faci litates their learning,

perception,and motivation.
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e comparison of the information processing in the mind and the computer does not imply that

ere is a direct comparison between thought processes and the functioning of a digital computer.

e computer programme is. only syntactical and minds are semantical in the sense that they

ave more than a formal structure; they have content (Rutkowska & Crook, 1987). Information

rocessing by a learner involves more than the manipulation of symbols (as a computer does) but

rovides interpretation and meaning to the symbols.

The manner in which the learning environment is organized is also important because learners

might not learn all that is taught in a single exposure of teaching. There is need to create a barrier

free environment that is conducive for learning, that which accommodates the learners with

physical disabilities and to employ effective approaches that will suit the nature of diverse

handicapping conditions if the learners' motivation and interests are to be sustained. This entails

the planning of activities which may involve the use of interactive multimedia to support

learning and create collaborative groupings that are likely to encourage learners directly with

instructional materials, (Gavora & Hannafin, 1995).

The new realization about the leamer, which guides the theory and research, is that the learner is

an active inquiring agent, (Winnie & Butler, 1994). Classifying the learner as active implies that

he or she is continuously involved in cognition about self and environment. Cognitive processes

arc pertinent to the understanding of how human-machine interacts in a learning process,

(Winnie, 1991). The mind is a biological and physical organ that does the work of information

processing. It is divided into unit areas. The working memory is the metaphorical mental location

where information is processed using neuropsychological properties (Heartel, et al., 1981).
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room use of computers involves children working in-groups. The presence of a number of

ildren interacting around a computer offers an important social dimension to educational

mputing. The computer acts as a stimulus for the discussion and exchange of ideas, often

moting teamwork as members of the group act collaboratively.to solve a problem presented

the computer (Sewell, 1991). Davies & Selwyn, 1999) observes that computer-supported

perative learning is largely about emphasizing social interactions as learning is not only about

umulation of knowledge but is also part of a social context in which the students live.

mpirical data from researchers such as, Hung and Khine (2006) and Bollinger (1986) have

ocumented many potential benefits of using computers in Mathematics education, an area that

has presented a lot of challenges to learners particularly at the secondary school level.

The learning is context-related, as well as a process that develops through culturally related

activities. What is needed is a new conception of the mind, not an information processor but a

biological system that exists equally well within an individual's brain and that has in it tools,

artefacts and symbolic systems used to facilitate social and cultural interaction, (Rollinson,

Broadfield & Edwards, 1998). The theory reveals the presence of two levels. Mathematics is one

of the science based core subjects which has existed in the secondary school curriculum for a

long time and plays an integral role in education, (Government of Kenya, 2002).

It is common knowledge that Mathematics and Sciences subjects (Biology, Chemistry and

Physics) are a thorn in the 'flesh' of most high school students in Kenya (Chiriswa, 2002;

Kwaka, 2003). This fact is illustrated by the persistent poor performance by most of the students

in the subjects. The dismal performance, according to most researchers could be attributed to
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hown that few of the learners with physical disabilities perform above the grade C in their

ya Certificate of Secondary Examination. This could be due to the fact that the curriculum

not been modified in the way it is presented to the learners with physical disabilities or in the

y it is taught and examined. Disabilities may range from psychological to physical conditions

d the learners with physical disabilities find it hard to find a learning facility that can fully

i fy their education needs, (Christenten, 1997).With the advent of internet, a new learning

proach has come up as a perfect solution for these special group, (Ogunyi & Kiboss, 2002).

o comprehensive study had been conducted in Kenya to collate views of teachers and learners

f mathematics in order to establish the relationship between the mathematics performance on

one hand and the use of CBL with specific reference to the learners with physical disabilities on

the other hand. This study therefore was to bring into f Jells the use of information and

communication technology (lCT) in the teaching of mathematics with the objective of

determining whether the perception of lCT potential in classroom instruction in Kenya could

influence the students learning of mathematics. Computer based learning (CBL) in Kenya may

be classified as instruction that does not only present information just like a book, video tape or

television but also controls information during the teaching-learning process. It is interactive in

that the learner interacts with the hardware, software, and the subject matter (Gavora, &

Hannafin, 1995; Crawford 2000; Kiboss, 2002).

The focus of the study was on the use of CBL that is able to present lesson content and offer

guidance to students in the acquisition of knowledge and skills in the classroom. The reality of

learning and educational use of ICT is its perceived strength of encouraging active classroom
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icipation between the teacher, the students and the content rather than the passive intake and

e memorization prevalent in most traditional classes, (Eraut, 1991; Fisher, 2000). This falls in

e with the current theories of instruction that recommends that teaching should be related to

socio-cultural environment ?f the learner, (Kagan, 1990; Lerman, 1997). This brought out the

to design a collaborative CBL programme that emphasized peer interaction in the context of

perative goals and investigated its effects on cognitive and affective domain in the learning of

athematics among the students with physical disabilities, (Johnson & Johnson, 1995; Kiboss,

iboss (2000), in the Journal of Information technology for Teacher Education 9(3).199-213

te an article on Teacher/pupil perspectives on computer-augmented physics lessons on

measurement in Kenyan secondary schools. He used selected secondar. __schools for the non

disable learners in the then Rift Valley that sampled 1200 population. Instruments used were

both questionnaires and interview schedules and used only multiple regression analysis in

analyzing quantitative data. Kiboss (2000) observed that cooperative learning like the use of

CBL produces significantly higher achievement in sciences among secondary school students

than those taught in the traditional teaching methodologies.

Alessi and Trollip, (1991) on the other hand, in their book; Computer Based Instruction

Methods and Development concurs with Kiboss that using computer based learning produces

ignificantly high performance than using traditional mode of teaching. However, these authors

did not capture the effect of CBL among learners with disabilities with specific reference to

1athematics subject. In their analysis however, they did not used Pearson's r which would have
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Jy check on the direction of relationship, whether positive or negative, established the

gth of the said relationship and guide the researcher in either accepting or rejecting the null

MASENO UNIVERSITY
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ers with physical disabilities are not just those on wheelchairs and those with mobility

blems. The study specifically focused on those with no or weaker upper limbs due to

isability, They have poor co-ordination or degenerative disorders, affecting their learning ability

d reducing their degree of concentration in studies. Mathematics subject in the present 8:4:4

urriculum has been a compulsory subject and have not been offering room for adaptations in the

ay it is presented either as a subject or in examinations to suit the learners with physical

disabled. Form three class is a crucial f:age that require the students to master the concepts of the

ubject if they are to perform well in form four examinations and in life thereafter. However, it

as the worst performed subject among the learners with PD in the Kenya Certificate of

econdary Education (KCSE) as indicated in the 2008 to 2013. The mean score in 2008 was

1.102; in 2009 it was 1.004 in 2010 it was 1.502; in 2011 it was 1.342 in 2012 it was 1.209 and

2013 it was 1.303. This was below the national average of 3.155 over the same period. The

maximum expected national mean is 12.00; hence the need to determine the rea~ons behind this

di crepancy in the mathematics performance among learners with PD. Literature exists on the

effect of CBL on academic achievement of regular learners in various subjects like accounting

and physics but there was sti \I a need to look into the effect of the same on learners with physical

di abilities with specific reference to mathematics subject. Therefore the research established the
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ffects of CBL methods on mathematics performance among selected learners with physical

isabilities in secondary schools in Kenya .

.5 Purpose of the study

to establish the effects of computer based learning use on

demic performance in mathematics among learners with physical disabilities in secondary

.6 Objectives of the study

1. Asses the instructional strategies used in teaching mathematics to learners with PD in

secondary schools in Kenya.

u, Determine the effects of CBL use on mathematics performance of learners with PD in

Secondary schools in Kenya.

III. Establish the challenges faced by the learners with PD in learning mathematics using

CBL methods in Kenya.

1.6.1 Research Questions

The solutions of the following research questions were sought in the study.

I. What instructional strategies are used in the teaching mathematics to secondary school

PO students in Kenya?

II. What challenges do learners with PD face in learning mathematics using CBL methods?

1.6.2 Hypotheses of the study

The solutions of the following hypothesis were sought in the study.

Ho1: There are no effects of CBL use on mathematics performance among learners with PD in

econdary schools in Kenya.

17



7 ignificance of the study

tudents with physical disabilities have enormous challenges in their learning. This is because

method used for instructions is mostly tailored towards regular learners. The schools invest in

mputers mainly for the purpose of storing records and assessment but it should also be used for

structional purposes. The Phocomelia learners will find it difficult to handle complex subjects

like mathematics. Those with poor motor coordination experience the same. The me of CBL

ould be of use because it would make these learners manipulate difficult topics with ease by

iking computer keys using head pointer instead of fingers.

The findings of the study were also expected to help the Ministry of Education and relevant

stakeholders to develop a method that could improve the performance in mathematics among the

learners with physical disabilities. The findings were also hoped to improve the teaching of the

ubject and enable the teachers develop a good learning resource for the physically disabled

I amers. Results of this study may initiate changes in one or more of the instructional modes in

order to enhance mathematical achievement for all students. With information about the potential

impact of computer-assisted instruction, institutions can invest their resources wisely. It may

uggest future research into ways to transfer what is successful in residential developmental

mathematics courses to improve learning among physically disabled children.

1.8 Scope of'the Study

The study was carried out in the following three secondary schools for the physically handicap;

Joyland secondary school in Kisumu county, Joytown Secondary School in Thika, Kiambu

county and Portriez Secondary School in Mombasa county. The study sought to establish how
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teaching method influenced the student's achievement in mathematics among the learners

physical disabilities in Kenya.

Limitations of the Study

were rather limited despite a lot of effort put in by the

cher to ensure that all the necessary information was captured. However, this did not affect

output much because the questionnaires took care of most issues. The number of schools with

ers who are physically disabled in Kenya were few and all of them were involved in the

dy. Therefore no simple random sampling was conducted.

e theoretical framework of the study was based on B.F. Skinner's 'black box' theory and

rogrammed instruction. B.F. Skinner's viewpoint is based on a definition of learning as an

b ervable change in behaviour (Skinner, 1950). The potential of the computer as a teaching aid

promises increasing design sophistication. Computers can be programmed to judge student input and

to tailor lessons to each individual's level of mastery. In a tutorial mode, computers can present

m tructional input and require mastery of each step in ways that were not possible with the early

machines.The sensitivity of the instructional designer to alternative patterns of student learning is the

necessary key to full use of a computer capacity. Simulation-using the computer to model a real

ituation-enables even greater sophistication, allowing realistic reactions to student input. Well-

de igned intellectual games can provide pertinent environments in which to practice important

problem-solvingskills.

The relevance of this theory is that the learning process is based on the principle of reinforcement

and that the stimulus-response schema is based on the operant conditioning whereby an entirely new
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viour is learnt to a familiar stimulus that is, computer instruction is equated to the conditioning

desired behaviour. The classroom is equated to the 'black box', with the computer as the device

clicked by the student to give desired behaviour of positive results from the learning process .

. means that CBL, has to present a stimulus, give feedback to the student's response (to the

ulus) and reinforces desired responses. The behaviour to be learnt has to be split up in small .

ponents (computer tasks) which are presented to the student. The desired behaviour is reinforced

ugh repetitions by the computer since it can go over and over a given concept several times based

. ner's (1950) concept of programmed instruction emphasized the need for total educational plan

olving identifying objectives; arranging subject matter into logical sequences; preparing and

ing instructional programs; and then implementing, testing, and revising them. Skinner shifted the

phasis in education away from the teache-' presentation of information and toward the learner's

ha~io~r and, especially, reinforcement of that behaviour._ His _teaching machines provided

rogrammed instruction, which allowed students to proceed through lessons by small steps, at their

wn pace, following an orderly sequence, and receiving immediate reinforcement for every correct

kinner's work emphasized the use of audio-visuals, which are well-illustrated in facilitating

individualized learning. This is the concept that computer use in the teaching and learning of

Mathematics was hoped, would bring to the Kenyan classroom sessions. This theoretical framework

i therefore acting as a point of reference in establishing the use of computers as a medium of

teachingand learning Mathematics education to learners with PD in Kenya.
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conceptual framework adopted was from Winnie and Butter, (1994) a model which was

suit this study. The model identified three variables; Independent

(characteristics of instructional tasks), the Dependent variables (learner) and

ening variables (events that affect learning). Information processing gives an explanation

how the role of the teacher in combination with the CBL changes from that of purveyor of

ledge to that of manager of learning. This means that the prescriptive, one-way teaching,

ich transmits knowledge and skills, must give way to active learning where the learner builds

or her knowledge. From the framework, the independent variable is CBL while the dependent

Intervening variable Dependent Variable

omputer Based learning
Mathematics Content

ature of Presentation
Evaluation
Feedback

Academic performance
• Performance in

- .. - - mathematics
• Interest in doing maths
• retention and learning

transfer

.• Government policy
• Culture

urce: Adopted from Winnie and Butter, (1994).

Figure 1: Conceptual framework of Instructional Information Processing for CBL and TI

methods in Mathematics.

The model indicates that CBL disseminates knowledge to learners by; presenting information,

guiding students during instruction, providing practice to students and providing assessment.
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hasdirectinfluence of mathematical performance among the learners with PD because CBL

les gaining of attention, informs learners of lesson objective, stimulates recall of prior

ing,presentsstimuli with distinctive features, guides learning, elicits performance, provides

ativefeedback,and enhances retention and learning transfer.

Operational Definition of Terms \
-MASENOUN,vERsrrl

S.G. s. L~8RARY .
. -

Computer Assisted Statistics Text. It is dynamic mathematics software that joins

geometry, algebra and calculus provides three different views of mathematical

objects.

puter Assisted Instruction: Refers to tutorials, drill-and-practice, graded assignments, and

other activities delivered by computer as a supplement to traditional teacher-directed

instruction; also referred to as computer-based instruction (CEl) and computer-

mediated instruction.

mputer Based Learning: This is the use of computer technology for learning.

mputer Based Learning Methods: These are computer technology approaches used for

teachingand learning mathematics.

puter Learning Systems: Software provided by textbook publishers to complement a

textbook. The software includes features such as homework, quizzes, tests, tutorials,

videos, and online tutoring.

Computer-Mediated Instruction: Refers to a thorough explanation of concepts using

interactive multimedia software, which usually includes activities r=quiriug student

interaction imbedded in the instruction, online assessment with immediate feedback,
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and course management features to track student progress. The software uses text,

graphics, sound, animation, video, and pictures to present information,

erative Disorders: Condition where the upper limbs (hands), though they appear normal

are so weak due to disorder of the muscles and/or bones to the extend that they

cannotperform the required functions adequately without external aid.

ebra: This is a computer soft ware for teaching and learning resources in mathematics. It is

dynamic mathematics software that joins geometry, algebra and calculus. It

providesthree different views of mathematical objects: a Graphics View, a Numeric

Algebra View and a Spreadsheet View.

phies View: This is the using of the construction tools available in the tool bar to do

geometric constructions with the help of mouse.

ormation Processing: This is the reducing information from the outer world analyzing and

interpreting and giving a feed back by a learner.

that deals with addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division of numbers.

thematics Achievement: For the purpose of this study, mathematics achievement will be

defined as the score on the posttest, which is the final exam.

thematical performance: Refers to the score obtained by the students in the final exam.

DmericAlgebra View: This is where the mathematical objects are organized as free band

dependent objects. If a new object is created without using any other existing

objects, it is classified as a free object. If a newly created object was created by using

other existing objects, it is classified as a dependent object.

Paraplegia-Physically disabled condition where both the hind and the front legs are rrussmg.
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II*aIIy disabled -It is a condition where the learners' limbs are so affected that they cannot

be able to use them effectively in learning without external aid or adaptations.

'onal Instruction: Face-to-face instruction delivered by a teacher dispensing knowledge

and demonstrating skills using lectures sometimes integrated with discussion and

groupwork.

'onal Metbods of Teaching: It is any teaching methodology used by the teacher apart

fromcomputer based learning.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

use of computer technology to supplement traditional instruction and to deliver instruction

mathematics students is a recent development. Although considerable research indicates that

puter based instruction can have a positive impact on learning for students of all ages and in

ariety of content areas, the research is limited and inconclusive for students with PD in

ing mathematics. Some researchers think that CBL has great potential for improving

elopmental education. Others contend, however, that developmental students need personal

teraction with an instructor and other students, (Kinney & Robertson, 2003).

eaching methods is the subject of many research papers in trying to evaluate methods that can

prove students' ability to interactively be involved in a class. This seems to be particularly

necessary in the current Internet wireless connectivity environment where students can be

mteracted through having or using those tools. Through providing the ability for students to use

those tools in their education besides using them for entertainment or social activities, this may

have positive impact on education. The literature reviewed on Computer use in teaching and

learning mathematics in secondary schools, instructional strategies for teaching mathematics to

Iarners with PO, effects of eBL on mathematics achievement of learners with PD and

challenges faced by learners with PO while using computers and suggested strategies that can be

usedto counteract the named challenges.
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Computer use in teaching and learning mathematics in secondary schools

rding to Dwyer and Margot (1975) in a report about 'project solo' - a project about people

Ived in computer learning carried out between 1970 and 1977, elaborate experimentation

th various modes of using computers in high schools was carried out and computer-related

iculum modules for secondary schools developed. The project which was jointly supported

the National Science Foundation and the University of Pittsburgh focused upon computer-

ented learning in secondary schools, engineering and other fields. The primary objective of

project was to stimulate students to analyse, synthesize, evaluate and apply Mathematics on

ir own by using algorithmic problem solving and student-controlled computing as catalysts

damalia, 2004). The more than 100 computer-augmented, curriculum modules produced by

project are designed to help high school students use a computer as a tool in exploring

ncepts and principles from topics in high school Mathematics (Hung and Khine, 2006).

computer resource 'book for algebra, which was authored by Dwyer, who wasthe director of

project solo and Margot a researcher with the project, illustrates how the ideas for teaching and

learning Mathematics emanating from project solo can be used in high schools in Kenya that

ve access to computers (Hung and Khine, 2006). Many current students lack investigation and

ploration skills (Oduor, 2009). The capabilities of computers to assist students discover and

njecture is obvious (Bhagwan, 2005). Computers provide instant calculations and rapidly

enerate graphics with which students can make and test conjectures. Many Mathematical

ftwarepackages are open-ended tools, adaptable to a range of learning and teaching needs and

oftware are available that can solve most of the exercises in today's Mathematics textbooks

(Bhagwan, 2005). The widespread availability and use of Mathematical manipulation software
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ulted in significant changes in emphasis and paradigms used in school Mathematics .

. ger (1986) concluded that 75% of all problems in high school algebra could be solved

pletely or partially by symbolic manipulation software. In his research findings, he asserts

tudents learn more Mathematics in less time with broader conceptual understanding using

bolic-manipulation software than from traditional instruction. Proper use of symbolic

ipulation software with application problems would change the focus of instruction and

students through a conceptual and applied understanding of real-world mathematics

ison and Anderson, 2003).

rding to Deepark and Turner (2006), teachers must feel comfortable usmg computer

ology and have an awareness of applications and how computers can be effectively

tegrated into learning situations. The use of computer technology in Mathematics teaching and

ing, they suggest, should be a commonplace to teachers as using the chalkboard and

erhead projector. This is due to the fact that technological aids allow greater realism in

I room, which in turn calls for re-examining the content of teaching and learning. of

athematics. Further, according to Nievergelt, (1986) in Hung and Khine (2006); the

ance of microcomputers has initiated graphic animation and implementation of an

creased variety of instructional strategies, such as simulation and modelling. Significant CAL

projects emerging from these efforts in the early 1970's included the PLATO III and IV

(programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching operations).

Eshiwani (1981) list the aims of school Mathematics for East African countries as to: develop

Mathematical skills and understanding of number patterns shapes, together with social, domestic
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ercialapplications; instill into the students deductive and critical methods of thinking

to intellectualindependence; train students in generalization and lead to an improved

oreaccurateway of communication both in language of instruction together with scientific

ologies. However in elaborating on mechanisms of achieving the aims, he falls short of

. g out howaccurate communication both in language of instruction together with scientific

. ologieswould be achieved. It is the contention of other scholars that these aims are

ively acquired and it is only through positive reinforcements by using computers in

atics teaching/learning among other instructional tools that the teacher can confirm

in hislher instruction (Omwenga, 2005). This link would be achieved probably better

theuseof computers as a medium of teaching and learning mathematics.

a (2003) in his research findings on the influence of teachers' assessment in enhancing

ed performancein Mathematics among secondary school students' in Mombasa District,

that student's response to the tasks is subjected to specific prescribed objectives. The

ent's response to the tasks is subjected to a scoring or classificatory procedure by the

r and hencemakes a reference about the pupil. He further explains that when appropriate

back is given, assessment should provide learners, assessors and educators with insights

ut themselves.However, Kwaka does not point out the appropriate feedback for better

ment.A computer in its operations gives accurate, instant, visual and audio congratulatory

back to the learner enabling the learners, assessors and educators to have a clear insight
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on assessment and reinforcement, Bloomfield (1975) describes continuous assessment as a

atic collection of marks over a period of time and their aggregation into a final grade. In

mode, marks are awarded for class work, homework, practical work, oral orland project

.However all the marks awarded are kept by the teacher for end term analysis. In contrast,

t feedback for every activity done by the student makes meaningful reinforcement. With

puters in place, all assessments would be instantly awarded, stored, and retrieved by the

t for instant motivation. Kieren (1973) records evidence reported from scores of studies

'gned to examine the effectiveness of computer-augmented teaching and learning. The data

, es that computers can be used very effectively to enhance the learning since its readily

, vable data is a major source of reinforcement.

t (1984) in, Language For Learning; which stated that, out of all that we hear and see, we

only 10% through the senses of hearing and 80% or more through the sense of sight; we

20% of all that we hear and 50% of what we see and learn. Therefore; the use of

puters in mathematics classrooms will ensure that students will be able to learn more through

rving the computer screen and retain more from what they will learn since the visual

ulus has a more lasting impact particularly in learning. This is in line with a common

erb today which says that "what I hear I forget, What I see I remember and What I do I

mond (2011), in his publication in the daily Nation asserts that, one way of instilling computer

ill are to adopt basic computer education in schools; teaching of computer skills in schools

allow youngsters to come to terms with the use of leTs in modern life. An enlightened young
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ion ean put its technical skills and talents in transforming the way we apply K'T. Esmond

I) further continues to inform that in a bid to set the pace for young people's initiation into

digital world, the government of Kenya allocated Ksh 680 million in 2011 budget for the

of computers for schools.

ce minister's allocation ofKsh 680 million for schools was a good start in scaling the needs

CT in primary and secondary schools as recommended by SMASSE which is a national

me for secondary schools mandated to strengthen mathematics and science subjects with

asis in the use of computer technology (Esmond, 2011). In all these discussions by these

ors, CBL use is seen to be filling the gaps associated with the use of TI among the able

ied learners. Its use among the learners with PD would therefore bridge the glaring gap

iated with dismal performance in mathematics among these learners in secondary schools

1Trendsof using Computer in teaching and learning mathematics Globally

udio-Visuals (A-V) are aids that demand the use of touching, listening or sight. Results from

pirieal study shows that people learn, 83% through sight, 11% through sound, 3.5% through

II 1.5% through touch and 1% through taste (Mondoh, 2005). The use of computers in

ematics instruction therefore combines sight, sound and touch components totalling to 88%

'ng the learner an upper hand. In the mid-1950s and early 1960s collaboration between

ucators at Stanford University in California and International Business Machines Corporation

M) introduced CAI into select elementary schools in USA (Smith, Stanley, Sherwood and
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Iy,CAI programs were a linear presentation of information with drill and practice sessions.

earlyCAI systems were limited by the expense and the difficulty of obtaining, maintaining,

using the computers that were available at that time. Programmed Logic for Automatic

ing Operations (PLATO) system, another early CAr system initiated at the University of

oi in the early 1960s and developed by Control Data Corporation, was used for higher

ing (Sherwin, 1978). It consisted of a mainframe computer that supported up to 1000

inalsfor use by individual students. According to Sherwin (1978), it was estimated that over

PLATOsystems would be operating in the United States by 1985.

TO also introduced a communication system between students that was a forerunner of

electronic mail (messages electronically passed from computer to computer). The Time-

Interactive Computer-Controlled Information Television (TICCIT) system was a CAI

t developed by Mitre Corporation and Brigham Young University in Utah (Smith et al.,

6). Based on personal computer and television technology, TICCIT was used in the early

o to teach freshman-level mathematics and English courses. With the advent of cheaper and

powerful personal computers in the 1980s, use of CAI increased dramatically. In 1980 only

of elementary school and 20% of secondary schools in the United States had computers for

ing instruction (Small, David & Sandy, 1984). Three years later, both numbers had roughly

pled, and by the end of the decade, nearly all schools in the United States, and most

u trialized countries, were equipped with teaching computers.

ent development with far ranging implications for CAI is the vast expansion of the Internet,

n ortiurn of interlinked computers (Deepark and Turner, 2006). By connecting millions of
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rs worldwide, these networks enable students to access huge stores of information,

greatly enhances their research capabilities (Bhagwan, 2005). Schools are also working to

rate computers into classrooms. The need for computer literacy in the 21st century has

an additional strain on school budgets and local resources (Deep ark and Turner, 2006).

Is have struggled to catch up by providing computer equipment and instruction and by

. g Internetconnections available. Apple Computer, Inc. in the USA has provided computer

ent to help schools meet their students' computer-education needs.

York City school system in the USA initiated the first full-scale operational computer-

designed by Radio Corporation of America (RCA) to teach large numbers of pupils on a

eous ar.d individual basis (NCTM, 2000). The computer-based instructional system

) is capable of teaching and reading Math matics at elementary school level. Using the _

as many as 192 students may proceed with their computer lessons simultaneously. In the

stages, approximately 6,000 children in 16 schools were involved in the project. Located

in each school is a communications unit that connects with an ReA Spectra 70-45 computer

student identifies himself to the computer by typing his name on the terminal keyboard. He

receivesanywhere from 5 to 20 minutes of instruction (Carrington, 1993; NCTM, 2000).

computer acts as a private tutor,· giving immediate reinforcement of correct responses and

ting all mistakes. Statistics regarding each student's progress are compiled on a battery of

tic tapes that are automatically updated to include the latest student-computer interchange.

t acher may then ask the computer for reports on his students.
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increasing number of school libraries have computer labs with computer workstations,

are, and Internet connections (Mahapatra, 2005). Because school libraries often emphasize

ariety of media in their collections, they are sometimes referred to as library media centers.

school libraries further enhance their collections by becoming members of school library

orks; this allows them to share resources with libraries in other schools (Crook, 2005). As

of the mathematics reforms of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) of

America and the Advisory Task Force of the Caribbean Community (Caricom), it is

ired that students be able to learn and use Computer Technology(CT) as an integral part of

learningof mathematics (Carrington, 1993; NCTM, 2000).

countries or islands in the Caribbean such as Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti and the Bahamas have

providing their teachers with computer literacy skills and integrating CT in various' subject

(Carrington, 1993; Miller, 1996). However, this innovation is not common in mathematics

oms. According to (Clarke, 2007), integration of Computer Technology (CT) in the

ibbean countries of Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti and the Bahamas had to be strategic and practical

e of its economic situation. Mathematics computer software programs, the graphing

lator (GC) and the internet were becoming more commonly used among different

bbeancountries of Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti and the Bahamas (Arnold, 2007).

me Caribbean contexts, however, these tools were not frequently used or were not always

ible to teachers and students in Mathematics classrooms (NCTM, 1991). Selecting

purer Mathematics software such as Math Trek was important in that it had to be interactive
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motivatingtowards learning mathematics (Pokay & Tayeh, 1997). This phenomenon was'

n for all software programs within learning environments.

yand Tayeh, (1997) found Math Trek for grades 7, 8, & 9 (MT789) to be useful in

vatingand engaging students in classrooms; students'interaction has been empowering for

other and the teachers had opportunities to facilitate active learning and inquiry. The

ing calculator (GC), a commonly used tool in secondary school Mathematics(Wilson &

f1 1994),has been found to have potential benefits for students' understanding of functions;

furtherstated that the GC has the potential for influencing the way mathematics is taught and

in turn would affect the students' achievement, and their mathematical

Hong Kong, according to Education and Manpower Bureau (EMB, 1998), the special

ini trative region government's five year plan on ICT implementation in ' schools was

ched in late 1998. EMB, (1998) adds that this five year plan is within education reforms that

to develop students' capacities for self-learning, problem solving, information seeking and

i ,critical thinking as well as the ability to communicate, collaborate and learn.

urveyof lCT and education in Africa, Farrell (2007) found that there was a great deal of

lance in JCT policies for education among the 53 African countries surveyed. South Africa

learlyis unique in terms of being able to move its ICT agenda forward. Those countries that are

dily moving to sustainable economies (Mauritius, Ghana and Botswana for example)

n titute another group making remarkable progress (Karanja, 2011). Mutula (2003) identified
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CT constraintsas high cost of access to telecommunications, government policy towards

underutilizationof existing technologies, limited indigenous base and digital illiteracy.

int (2008) pointed out that Kenya has become the third African country to launch E-

g facilitiesin secondary schools after South Africa and Nigeria. In its article, Checkpoint

thatthe program aims to replace the blackboard with touch screen and students to send

orkto teachers through wireless connectivity. However rolling of this program may not be

. e inruralareas since they lack the basic infrastructure to enhance this type of learning.

ComputerPrograms that Support the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics

puteris an easy aid to use and one does not need to possess any technical expertise to use

1,1986).Computers have inbuilt well written programs that supports the user by providing

ationon what options are availaole and helps should the user go astray. Sherw in 0978)

thatthere are computer programs that can be used in connection with exposition by the

herin the teaching and learning of Mathematics including; COUNTER- is a program which

loitsonevery simple idea; it counts on the computer's screen. When it starts, COUNTER is

y to begincounting in the usual way 1, 2, 3, 4, and it displays each number on the

usinglarge characters. It has an option of listening to counting as well as watching it.

TEMP - is a program which is used to draw by giving a simple illustration of what the

puterhas to offer in terms of visual aid that can be used by a teacher to explain bar graphs

u - is a program that draws loci and geometrical constructions. SINCOS -Is a program

idinga model that helps explain the meaning of the sines and cosines of all angles, positive
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negative.When the program starts, a circle with horizontal radius is displayed, if the user

andangle say 450, the' radius rotates slowly until it reaches 450 (Wilson & Krapfl, 1994).

s that offer games or pose problems include; BLOCKS - is a program about arithmetic

by the computer simulates the throwing of three dice, and the numbers shown on the dice

displayedat the bottom of the screen; others include MATHLAP and MATHEMA TICA.

s that support mathematical investigation include; DIAGONAL -Is a program that

edwithexploration of the diagonals of rectangles (Zamm it, 1992).

s thatdraw pictures according to (Howe and Ross, 1981), include; BUILD - Enables the

todrawa picture composed of cubes, CALDRA W - Draws all geometrical objects. Some of

Programsalready in use in primary schools in Kenya include; TOPGRADES - a program

gned by David Timm in the United Kingdom 15years ago (Esmond, 2011).This program

rdingto the author is now fully used in Kenyan primary schools such as Rusinga Schools,

ini School,Braeside School, Bahati and Mukumu primary in western Kenya( Esmond,

~a(2013), on using technology to support conceptual teaching and learning of mathematics

ience:Kenyatta university's department of Communications and technology flanked by

iioet al., handed over graphic calculators, science probe kits and PC tablets from Hewlett-

kard (HP) catalyst initiative Project, to Kenya High and Nairobi school mathematics and

ceteachersas a step to ensure use of computers in teaching and learning of Mathematics in
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PotentialBenefits of using Computer (CBL) in teaching and learning mathematics

rding to Deepark and Turner (2006), CBL can be adapted to the Mathematical abilities and

increase the amount of personalized instruction a

ent receives. Many students are said to benefit from the immediate responsiveness of

puter interactions and appreciate the self-paced and private Mathematical learning

nment (Crook, 2005). Moreover, computer-learning experiences often engage interest of

ts, motivating them to learn Mathematics and increasing independence and personal

nsibility for education. Although it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of any educational

, researchers such as Hazewinkel & Michiel (2001), have reported that CAr is successful

raising examination scores, improving student attitudes, and lowering the amount of time

uiredto master certain material. While study results vary greatly, there is substantial evidence

CAI can enhance learning of Mathematics at all educational levels.

-Winkel and Michiel (2001) further asserts that 'The guided drill' is a computer program

poses mathematical questions to students, returns feedback, and selects additional questions

on the students' responses. Computers also can help students visualize objects that are

cultor impossible to view. For example, computers can be used to display three dimensional

tsI models, graphical presentation, histograms, pie charts and bar graphs more conceptually

Id, 2007). Computers can also be used in problem solving, which involves visualizing,

agining and manipulating, analyzing, abstracting and associating ideas (Siddiqui, 2004).

blem solving often requires skill in reading as well as computing and ability to state

iations (Orton, 1994). The main step in problem solving isin the use of the computer as a

h model to solve the problem, such as performing computations involved in completing the

uetive proof, finding the solution set for the equations or inequalities, checking answers to
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whether the results satisfy the conditions given and stating the complete answer to the

EffectiveMathematics strategies for instructing Students with Physical disabilities

learning requires the use of strategies. Because math works with both the concrete and

ct, specific tactics may be necessary for understanding and succeeding in a math

om. Math strategies are methods used to solve problems in math. Students sometimes

e about these naturally, but many are taught by teachers. For some students, such as those

special needs, specific strategies are necessary. There are effective math instruction

giesfor students with disabilities, especially students who have PD.

have been five meta-analyses on the subject, reviewing a total of 183 research studies

dams& Carnine, 2003; Baker, Gersten, & Lee, 2002; Browder, Spooner, Ahlgrim-Delzell,

is,& Wakeman, 2008; Kroesbergen & Van Luit, 2003; Xin & Jitendra, 1999). The studies

binedin these meta-analyses involved students with a variety of disabilities-most notably,

and LD, but other disabilities as well, including mild. intellectual disabilities, AD/HD and

avioraldisorders. The meta-analyses found strong evidence of instructional approaches that

to help students with disabilities improve their math achievement. The National

ematics Advisory Panel Report, (2008) investigated successful mathematical teaching

egies and provided additional support for the research results. According to these studies,

methodsof instruction show the most promising results.

are: Systematic, detailed instructional approaches in which teachers guide s.udents

ugh a defined instructional sequence. Within systematic and explicit instruction, students

to regularly apply strategies that effective learners use as a fundamental part of mastering
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pts; Self-instruction, through which students learn to manage their own learning with

ific prompting or solution-oriented questions; Peer tutoring, which is an approach that

lves pairing students together to learn or practice an academic task and Visual

ntation, which uses manipulative, pictures, number lines, and graphs of functions and

ionships to teach mathematical concepts. In order, to make use of this information, an

orwould need to know much more about each approach.

enyaaccording to Kenya Institute of Special needs Education module, (2008), the teaching

learningstrategies for learners with special needs included; task analysis, team teaching, co-

iveteaching, group teaching, direct .instruction, individualized educational programme and

rative teaching. All these strategies are intended to enhance the teaching arid learning of

ematicsamong the learners with PD in secondary schools in Kenya.

1Explicitand Systematic Instruction

licit instruction, often called direct instruction, refers to an instructional practice that

fully constructs interactions between students and their teacher. Teachers clearly state, a

hingobjective and follow a defined instructional sequence. They assess how much students

y know on the subject and tailor subsequent instruction, based upon that initial evaluation

student skills. Students move through the curriculum, both individually and in groups.

ledlypracticing skills at a pace determined by the teacher's understanding of student needs

progress (Swanson, 2001). Explicit instruction has been found to be especially successful

ena child has problems with a specific or isolated skill (Kroesbergen & Van Luit, 2003).

center for applied special technology offers a helpful snapshot of an explicit instructional

i ode (Hall. 2002), Consistent communication between teacher and student creates the
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ation for the instructional process. Instructional episodes involve pacing a lesson

priately, allowing adequate processing and feedback time, encouraging frequent student

nses, and listening and monitoring throughout a lesson. Systematic instruction focuses on

bingstudents how to learn by giving them the tools and techniques that efficient learners use

understandand learn new material or skills.

atic instruction, sometimes called "strategy instruction," refers to the strategies students

that help them integrate new information with what is already known in a way that makes

and be able to recall the information or skill later, even in a different situation or place.

ically, teachers' model strategy use for students, including thinking aloud through the

lern-solvingprocess, so students can see when and how to use a particular strategy and what

cangain by doing so. Systematic instruction is particularly helpful in strengthening essential

'Is suchas organization and. attention, and often includes:

• Memory devices, to help students remember the strategy (e.g., a first-letter mnemonic

created by forming a word from the beginning letters of other words);

• Strategy steps stated in everyday language and beginning with action verbs (e.g., read the

problem carefully);

• Strategy steps stated in the order in which they are to be used (e.g., students are cued to

read the word problem carefully before trying to solving the problem);

• Strategy steps that prompt students to use cognitive abilities (e.g., the critical steps·

needed in solving a problem) (Lenz, Ellis, & Scanlon, 1996).

II tudents can benefit from a systematic approach to instruction, not just those with disabilities.

That'swhy many of the textbooks being published today include overt systematic approaches to
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ction in their explanations and learning activities. It's also why NICHCy 's first-£vidence

Educationwas devoted to the power of strategy instruction. The research into systematic and

licit instruction is clear-the approaches taken together positively impact student learning

50n,in press). The National Mathematics Advisory Panel Report (2008) found that explicit

ction was primarily effective for computation (i.e., basic math operations), but not as

ive for higher order problem solving. That being understood, meta-analyses and research

5by Swanson (1999, 2001) and Swanson and Hoskyn (1998) assert that breaking down

ction into steps, working in small groups, questioning students directly, and promoting

ing practice and feedback seem to have greater impact when combined with systematic

ithinthis example, the relationship between explicit and systematic instruction becomes clear.

teacher is leading the instructional process through continually hecking in demonstration,

scaffolding/extending ideas ~s_stlldents build understanding. She uses specific strategies

olvingprompts that remind students the value of the coins, simply stated action verbs, and

cognitive cues that ask students to monitor their money. Montague (2007) suggests, "The

ctional method underlying cognitive strategy instruction is explicit instruction."

If-instruction refers to a variety of self-regulation strategies that students can use to manage

m elves as learners and direct their own behavior, including their attention (Graham, Harris,

Reid. 1992). Learning is essentially broken down into elements that contribute to success:

iog goals, keeping on task, checking your work as you go, remembering to use a specific

tegy. monitoring your own progress, being alert to confusion or distraction and taking
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tive action, checking your answer to make sure it makes sense and that the math

lationswere correctly done. Whenever students discuss the nature of learning in this way,

develop both a detailed picture of themselves as learners (known as Meta cognitive

ness) and the self-regulation skills that good learners use to manage and take charge of the

teach students to "talk to themselves" while learning new information, solving a math

lem,or completing a task, teachers first model self-instruction aloud. They take a task and

aloud while working through it, crafting a monologue that overtly includes the mental

viers associated with effective learning: goal-setting, self-monitoring) self-questioning, and

(2007) suggests that both correct and incorrect problem-solving

ling of correct behaviors helps students understand how good problem solvers use the

es and strategies appr priately. Modeling of incorrect behaviors allows students to learn

to use self-regulation strategies to monitor their performance and locate and correct errors.

-regulation strategies are learned and practiced in the actual context of problem solving.

en students learn the modeling routine, they then can exchange places with the teacher and

me models for their peers. The self-statements that students use to talk themselves through

problem-solving process are actually prompting students to use a range of strategies and to

gnize that certain strategies need to be deployed at certain times (e.g., self-evaluation when

're done, to check your work).

u e learning is a very personal experience, it's important that teachers and students work

ether to generate self-statements that are not only appropriate to the math tasks at hand but
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to individualstudents. Instruction also needs to include frequent opportunities to practice

use,withfeedback (Graham et al.; 1992) until students have internalized the process.

tutoringis a term that's been used to describe a wide array of tutoring arrangements, but

oftheresearch on its success refers to students working in pairs to help one another learn

'a! orpractice an academic task. Peer tutoring works best when students of different ability

worktogether (Kunsch, Jitendra, &Sood, 2007). During a peer tutoring assignment, it is

onforthe teacher to have students switch roles partway through, so the tutor becomes the

, ineeexplaining a concept to another person helps extend one's own learning, this practice

bothstudentsthe opportunity to better understand the material being studied.

h has also shown that a variety of peer-tutoring programs are effective in teac'ung

ematies,including Classwide Peer Tutoring (CWPT), Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies

), and Reciprocal Peer Tutoring (RPT) (Barley et al., 2002). Successful peer-tutoring

ches may involve the use of different materials, reward systems, and reinforcement

ures,but at their core they share the following characteristics (Barley et al., 2002):

• Theteacher trains the students to act both as tutors and tutees, so they are prepared to

tutor,and receive tutoring from, their peers. Before engaging in a peer-tutoring program,

studentsneed to understand how the peer- tutoring process works and what is expected of

themin each role.

Peer-snoring programs benefit from USIng high.y stroctured activities. Structured

activities may include teacher-prepared materials and lessons (as in Classwide Peer
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Tutoring) or structured teaching routines that students follow when it is their turn to be

the teacher (as in Reciprocal Peer Tutoring).

Materials used for the lesson (e.g., flashcards, worksheets, manipulatives, and assessment

materials) should be provided to the students. Students engaging in peer tutoring require

the same materials to teach each other as a teacher would use for the lesson.

Continual monitoring and feedback from the teacher help students engaged m peer

tutoring stay focused on the lesson and improve their tutoring and learning skills.

y, there is mounting research evidence to suggest that, while low-achieving students may

. e moderate benefits from peer tutoring, effects for students specifically identified with LD

belessnoticeable unless care is taken to pair these students with a more proficient peer who

modeland guide learning objectives (Kunsch, Jitendra, &Sood, 2007).

VISualRepresentations

ematics instruction is a complex process that attempts to make abstract concepts tangible,

cult ideas understandable and multifaceted problems solvable. Visual representations bring

h-basedoptions, tools, and alternatives to bear in meeting the instructional challenge of

maticseducation (Gersten et al., , 2008).

I representations, broadly defined, can include manipulatives, pictures, number lines, and

h of functions and relationships. "Representation approaches. to solving mathematical

lemsinclude pictorial (e.g., diagramming); concrete (e.g., manipulatives); verbal (linguistic

ing);and mapping instructi. n (schema-based)" (Xin&Jitendra, 1999, p. :2: 1). ~eseaich has

loredthe ways in which visual representations can be used in solving story problems (Walker

Poteet, 1989); learning basic math skills such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
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'on (Manalo, Bunnell, & Stillman, 2000); and mastering fractions (Butler, Miller, Crehan,

itt,& Pierce, 2003) and algebra (Witzel, Mercer, & Miller, 2003).

e-Representational-Abstract (CRA) techniques are probably the most common

pie of mathematics instruction incorporating visual representations. The CRA technique

Iyrefers to a simple concept that has proven to be a very effective method of teaching math

ents with disabilities (Butler et al.i, 2003; Morin & Miller, 1998). CRA is a three-part

tionaI strategy in which the teacher first uses concrete materials (such as colored chips,

n blocks, geometric figures, pattern blocks, or unifix cubes) to model the mathematical

t to be learned, then demonstrates the concept in representational terms (such as drawing

), and finally in abstract or symbolic terms (such as numbers, notation, or mathematical

a fraction lesson using CRA techniques, for example, the teacher might first show the

ts plastic pie pieces, and explain that, when the circle is split into 4 pieces, each of those

is ~ of the whole, and when a circle is split into 8 pieces, each piece is Ys of the whole.

eeing the teacher demonstrate fraction concepts using concrete manipulatives, students

then be given plastic circles split into equal pieces and asked what portion of the whole

tion of that circle would be. By holding the objects in their hands and working with them

tely,students are actually building a mental image of the reality being explored physically.

introducing the concept of fractions with concrete manipulatives, the teacher would model

neept in representational tern s, eitl er . y drawing pictures or by giving studc ts "-

heet of unfilled-in circles split into different fractions and asking students to shade in

to show the fraction of the circle the teacher names. In the final stage of the eRA
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demonstrates how fractions are written usmg abstract terms such as

(e.g., l;4 or Yz). The teacher would explain what the numerator and

inatorare and allow students to practice writing different fractions on their own.

ccessCenter (2004) points out, CRA works well with individual students, in small groups,

withan entire class. It's also appropriate at both the elementary and secondary levels. The

al Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) recommends that, when using CRA,

rs make sure that students understand what has been taught at each step before moving

tion to the next stage (Berkas& Pattison, 2007). In some cases, students may need to

. ue using manipulatives in the representational and abstract stages, as a way of

stratingunderstanding.

ajor challenge of mathematics teaching for teachers is to find the combinatio.i of

tionalapproaches and materials that will best meet the needs of the di versity of students in

Explicit systematic instruction typically entails teachers explaining and

strating specific strategies, and allowing students many opportunities to ask and answer

ions and to think aloud about the decisions they make while solving problems. It also

of problems by the teacher or through instructional materials to

recent forms of explicit systematic instruction have been developed with applications for

students. These developments relect the infusion of research findings from ,:.ogliitive

hology,with particular emphasis on ai.tomaticity and enhanced problem representation. This

y is of the body of research indicated that explicit methods of instruction are consistently
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ignificantly effective with students with learning disabilities in the performance of

tations, solving word problems, and solving problems that require the application of

atics to novel situations. Only a small number of studies were located that investigated

of visual representations or student "think a louds." Therefore, no inferences about their

suggests that they are most useful when they are

edwith explicit instruction.

ects of Computer based learning (CBL) on Mathematics Performance among

nwithPhysical Disabilities

'lips, (1984) suggests, discovering the appropriate uses for the computer in education has

a problem. Trends in computer software show that the most promising current use of

rs in education include: drill and practice to master basics skills; development of writing

problemsolving, among others, (Gagne, 1987).There pow seems to be consensus that tr>

r can best be used in classroom to help ~u<:lents develop information handling and

em solving skills in the subject like mathematics. When people think of students with

disabilities, they tend to just think of children in wheelchairs and those who have

emswith mobility. Some children have problems with manipulation due to painful joints,

co-ordination or degenerative conditions, Information and communications technology

cansupport learners with physical disabilities by enabling them to access the curriculum

ide their peers. It is particularly helpful for learners who find it difficult to record their

Iworkusing conventional methods, (Philips, 1984).

atics education is a leading agent in the establishment and foundation of business,

ial, agriculture and scientific research in a country. Each of these has a strong influence on
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development. One of the problems in developing countries is the inability to use the

ation communication technology effectively to solve the emerging issues that. are

matically oriented so as to compete equally with developed nations. This is compounded

factthat these developing nations have got few experts to handle the technology at hand,

atics teachers at secondary school level in Kenya are, by requirement mathematics

es with bachelors degree in education (B.Ed). Shortage of qualified mathematics teachers

worldwidephenomenon and Kenya is no exception, (Anderson, 1998). Secondary schools in

taged areas are particularly deficient in mathematics teachers. The situation is worse in

, schools for learners with disabilities. The result is that less qualified teachers and

'mesunqualified teachers are entrusted with the work of mathematics teaching, (Philips,

1which is detouring the whole system of education. This is also due to few teachers and

communication technology that would make the learning of mathematical concepts easy

derstandif they are well introduced, (Government of Kenya, 1998).

students' achievement is therefore influenced to some degree by such variables as teachers'

'ngand effectiveness, students' effort and ability, instructional methods, physical health and

nature of instructional contact (Cool iean, 1989). As Malone, (1981) observes, gender

neesthe learning of mathematics, and that the differences begin to appear in upper primary

I and increases in secondary schools. In the year 2006, the mean grade in mathematics for

and boys with physical disabilities in KCSE was 0.821 and 1.122 respectively, (KNEC

7). The low achievement in girls has been attributed to modes of teacher-student interaction
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negativeattitudes of girls towards mathematics. Kiboss (2000) observes that cooperative

. g like the use of CBL produces significantly higher achievement in sciences among

aryschool students than those taught in the traditional teaching methodologies. However,

literaturedid not capture the effect of CBL on mathematics performance with specific

nee to learners with PD in Kenya which the study determined with the aim of adding new

edgefor the benefit of the named learners. Introducing CBL therefore intended to provide

dents with expanded perspective on content to ensure effective en route mastery during

and it was an incentive to cooperate as well as to achieve in the

(2000), in the Journal of Information technology for Teacher Education 9(3).199-213

an article on Teacher/pupil perspectives on computer-augmented physics lessons on

ment in Kenyan secondary schools. He used selected secondary schools for the non

Ie learners in the then Rift Valley that sampled 1200 population. Instruments used were

questionnaires and interview schedules and used only multiple regression analysis in

yzing quantitative data. Kiboss (2000) observed that cooperative learning like the use of

L produces significantly higher achievement in sciences among secondary school students

thosetaught in the traditional teaching methodologies.

, (200 I) who authored Mathematical disabilities: What we know and don 't know as

ieved ovemberlO,2006, concurs with Kiboss that using computer based learning produces

nificantly high performance than using traditional mode of teaching. The study location ;---d

pulation of Geary was different from that of Kiboss because he did his research in Texas,

. using entirely different, none disable sample population of 86_However, these authors did
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capturethe effect of CBL among learners with disabilities with specific reference to

aticssubject. In their analysis however, they did not used Pearson's r which would have

check on the direction of relationship, whether positive or negative, established the

of the said relationship and guide the researcher in either accepting or rejecting the null

e relationship between teachers and students exposed to CBL and those without

ure in their performance in mathematics

:CBL in mathematics provide the teachers with the effectiveness to provide and organize

problemsolving in offering data gathering experiences for students that increases skills,

ding,and positive attitudes, (Woener et al., 1991; Smith &Pohland 1991). The tutorials

interaction with best and animated graphic materials that illustrate the concepts or

being studied and give useful corrective feedback when students choose wrong

(QUEST Authoring.System, 1991).

manualexplains that the computer programs supplement concrete experiences or stimulate

In imulation, students are given opportunity to develop science and process skills. In

computer software have been used to provide a real istic game that encourages students

ine various aspects of animal life like predator-prey relationship of fish and other

sm in an aquatic environment or in body transplant, which offers a set of games that

at the dissection of the human body. The chemistry laboratory stimulates actuai

ory ..emical realities that are too dangerous OT costly t" do in real life. In physics CBL

tudents to design, construct, and refine various aspects of the subjects like motion or

and calculations (Kiboss, 2000; Stake, 1991).
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inGeography various programmes like the EARTH, and THE MOON Simulator (Woerner

1991;Stallings, Hutchinson & Sawyer, 1996) shows the relative path of the earth and the

as they orbit the sun, the phases of the moon as seen from the earth and from space. Ellis

) andRees (2002) note that inspiration software allows students to create webs of ideas that

nvertedinto outline form to be used for essay writing. Mathematics has also come out with

s used by computer to each concept and skills of the subjects like the Copycat software.

firstschools to own computers were a few rich private and public secondary schools. Some

were beneficiaries of the Computer in Education of the Aga Khan (CEPAK) (Kiboss,

980, Starehe Boys' Centre introduced a computer awareness course for learners. Other

Ishavesince joined the club of computer owners. Review of computer ownership in year

howedthat about one thousand secondary schools had at least a few computers, which

be utilized for instruction purposes assuming there were enough data and manpower to

e them. It is the Kenya government's desire to disseminate ICT to all schools by the year

(Governmentof Kenya Report, 2000).

aimof introducing computer knowledge to learners in secondary schools is to equip them

skillson the use of computers. Little is currently mentioned on the use of computers for

ctionpurposes in Kenya as it is in South Africa, U.S.A and Europe (Papert, 1993). There is

to emphasize this idea in the minds of educational officials, teachers and students to make
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ICT since a computer is a powerful tool that will stay with us for many generations to

,2000).

implementation of CBL programs in secondary schools is hindered by the high cost

and the constant change in the type of computers and software which causes

incompatibility (Ogola, 1999). Despite the cost and the logistic difficulties involved in

acquisition and installation, computational technology and computational ideas can

hers and students with new possibilities for learning, thinking and growing

yas well as cognitively, (Papert, 1993). Adaptation of the same computers to suit all

of diverse disabilities could provide an opportunity for those with degenerative

to learnwith ease and perform in mathematics like their non-disable peers.

.. nal Instruction

instruction is teacher-centered and characterized by direct instruct-on. Direct

n usuallyincludes the presentation of material, thinking aloud by the teacher, guided

correction and feedback, and modeling by the teacher, (Kinney and Robertson, 2003).

herplays the role of the expert imparting knowledge. The teacher decides what, when,

w students should learn (Brown, 2003; Kinney and Robertson). All students study the

topicat the same time. The facilitator and delegator teaching styles, which are student-

used less in mathematics and computer science classes than in any other

tendencyis for teachers to use tl e same instructional methods with which they -ver., taught

with which they feel comfortable. This often means that developmental mathematics

nt have been and still are receiving instruction by the traditional lecture (Armington, 2003;
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II, 1979; Miles, 2000; Roueche and Kirk, 1974). In colleges and universities, the

inant mode of instruction has been the presentation of material through lecture and

tion using whiteboard, chalkboard, overhead, PowerPoint, or graphing calculator,

. gton, 2003). The teacher talks and students listen and write. The teacher demonstrates

by step procedures which are reinforced with drill and practice. Interaction is limited to

ts responding to the teacher's questions. Some educators have a very negative view of the

ing to Brown (2003), the teacher is responsible for thinking and the students memorize

recite.More often, teachers are focused on content, schedules, and standards, not needs of

students.Felder and Brent (1996) describe the traditional lecture as stenography with the

reciting the course notes, the students transcribing the notes, and "the information not

g through anyone's brain" (p.3). Professors that teach by lecturing operate under the

ptionthat if they do not lecture they will lose control of the class. Students are viewed as

pails waiting to be filled and the teacher as the "sage on the stage" (Mahmood, 2006,

rding to Brothen and Wambach (2000), faculty, students, and administrators think that

ingmeans "speaking aloud from the front of the room" (p.64). Based on their research on a

lopmental psychology course, they concluded that lectures are an inefficient means of

iveringinstruction. Traditional instruction that is purely lecture has not been effective for

elopmental mathematics students. As early as 1974, Roueche and Kirk concluded that

itionalapproaches have not been successful with developmental students. They have already

ivedinstruction at least once on the same material.
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ditional lecture had been successful, then they would not be in developmental classes.

likelyit was presented by the traditional lecture mode of instruction (Trenholm, 2006). If

ing developmental mathematics in the traditional large lecture classes has produced low

ratesand high dropout rates (Wright, Wright, and Lamb, 2002). At Southwest Texas State

ersity, over 50% of students receiving traditional instruction in Intermediate Algebra

'ved a D or F in the subsequent math course, but 60% of the students receiving non-

. ionalinstruction received a C or better in their next mathematics course (Armington, 2003).

tors have implemented various strategies to make classroom instruction more active and
i

passive.Some enhancements to the traditional lecture that are associated with higher pass

are lectures supplemented with collaborative work (Kinney, 2001; Perez, 1998), peer

'ng (Kinney; Perez; Roueche and Kirk, 1974), computer labs (Kinney; Miles, 2000), group

lngactivities (Felder and Brent, 1996; Wright, Wright, and Lamb, 2002), class discussions,

studygroups and Supplemental Instruction (Perez). Some instructors have found increased.

ing by limiting presentation of the material to the first 10 or 15 minutes followed by

, idual instruction and student work (Armington, 2003). Cooperative learning techniques

uragestudents to take responsibility for their own learning and solve problems with their

, (Armington; Felder and Brent). Some instructors use graphing calculators and spread

ts to enhance the teaching of real-life problems, (Macfronald et al., 2002).

t community colleges in Virginia limit class size to 20 or 25 students (Waycaster, 200 I).
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'ding support services outside the classroom, such as tutoring, academic advising, study

s workshops, freshman orientation, and Supplemental Instruction are important to the

s of developmental students (Gerlaugh, Thompson, Boylan, and Davis, 2007). Strategies

encourage students to become responsible for their own learning, build their confidence,

study skills, encourage persistence, and decrease math anxiety have been shown to

tributeto higher success rates (Perez; Hall and Pontoon, 2005; Higbee and Thomas, 1999;

stedin learning math with a computer. But this is tailored towards the non-disable children

entsurveys, focus groups, and questionnaires have shown that students choose lecture style

s because they prefer to learn by observing an instructor present the material, asking
i

ionsin class, listening to questions from other students and the instructor's response, and

, g the opportunity for more human interaction (Kinney, 2001). In addition, they were

little is discussed on the effect of these strategies especially CBL on mathematics

ormanceand motivation of learners with PD.

TraditionalInstruction Supplemented with Computer Based Learning

puter-Based Learning, also referred to as computer-based use and computer-enriched

ction, can support traditional classroom instruction. The software typically includes

blemsgenerated algorithmically, videos of each lesson, online tutoring, and a website with

itionalresources (Kinney and Robertson, 2003). It is designed to supplement but not replace

instructor.In this instructional model, students receive instruction in raditional classrooms,

t the computer changes how they study outside the classroom. The computer component is

ilable24 hours a day from any computer with internet capability, so each student can choose
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where and how long he works outside the classroom. Instructors may create electronic

ork,quizzes, and exams that are graded and recorded by the software.

andpractice software leads the student through exercises designed to build accuracy and

, assuming the student has received prior instruction (Kulik and Kulik, 1991; Olusi, 2008).

ctivetutorials include guided practice problems, which encourage students to be actively

edwith the learning process (Mahmood, 2006; Merisotis and Phipps, 2000). Software can

¥idea student with an individualized study plan based on his scores on homework and

s (Cotton, 2001; Hannafin and Foshay, 2008). There is an element of competition as the

nt competes against his own previous score. Software can be programmed for mastery

. g so a student does not proceed to the next lesson before mastering the cu rrent one.

permits the student to work at his own pace and tc receive

ediatenon-judgmental feedback on assignments (Cotton; Hannafin & Foshay; Merisotis &

s). Frequent testing and feedback has been identified by the National Association of

elopmental Education as one of the best practices of developmental education (Boylan,

). Instructional management features store, organize, and process scores, response times,

otherdata that inform instructors and students how students are progressing in the course

puters as instructors have several advantages over human instructors. The computer has

nilepatience but a human does not (Kulik and Kulik, 1991; Mahmood, 2006). The student

revisit the same topic numerous times until he has mastered the concept and developed

fidencc(Brothen and Wambach, 2000). Computers do not get tired, frustrated, angry, or
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medto do so, computers always remember to praise the student's work (Cotton 2000;

(Kulikand Kulik 1991). They keep accurate records and are always available. If they are

ood2006). A student can take risks to try a solution, get instant feedback, and try again

outbeingembarrassed when he makesa mistake.

ikea human instructor, computers are impartial to gender, race, and ethnicity. In addition,

entsreport they like working with computers because they teach in small increments,

ividualizeinstruction, build proficiency in computer use, reduce the drudgery of doing certain

'vitiesby hand, and allow teachers to be available for more meaningful interactions (Cotton,

).Computerbased use encourages students to take responsibility for their learning, acquire
i

tivestudyhabits, and persist until he has mastered the content (Brothen & Wambach, 2000).

cancontrolwhen he works and how much time he spends on each lesson (Reagan, 2004).

supplementingtraditional classroom-instruction with computer based use, students receive=+-

benefitsof both instructional modes. According to Maxwell, developmental mathematics

entsneed to see the instructor work problems (1979). Instructors are able to observe

ividualstudents work, identify their misconceptions, and attempt to change their attitudes and

dy habits.By providing short lectures, the instructor is preparing developmental students for

lectureapproach that is used in other mathematics courses.

4.4Computer Based Learning

ceording to numerous researchers, colleges should offer developmental students choices of

m tructionalapproaches. Since developmental students are very diverse in mathematical

backgroundand have a variety of learning styles, no one instructional style will meet the needs
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all students (Boylan, 2002; Felder and Brent, 1996; Higbee and Thomas, 1999; Kinney and

on, 2003; Miles, 2000; Perez, 1998; Roueche and Kirk, 1974; Waycaster, 2001).

puters and the internet make possible new methods of delivering instruction to

lopmentalmathematics students so that they will have choices about when, where, and how

learnmathematics.

dardsdeveloped by the American Mathematical Association of Two-Year Colleges call for a

r use of technology in the classroom (AMA TYC, 1995). Emphasis should be on high-

ity technology that enhances student learning but does not become the main focus of

ction.AMATYC emphasizes that just the presence of computers or other technology does

improve learning. In 2000, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics published

. ciples and Standards for the purpose of improving student learning. The Technology

. ciplestates that "Technology is essential in teaching and learning mathematics; it influences

mathematics that is taught and enhances students' learning" (p.3). Computers, when used

tively,can support fundamental characteristics of learning: active engagement, participation

groups,frequent interaction and feedback, and connections to real-world contexts (Roschelle,

Hoadley,Gordin, & Means, 2000).

echnologicaladvances have made computers more powerful and less expensive, which have

ultedin more students having access to computers at home and at school (Rapaport & Savard,

980).The internet has the potential to provide a learning environment that is stimulating and

engaging.Educators are able to design a wide array of courses that appeal to the inclination of

currentcollege students to use technology and potentially increase learning and retention
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olm,2006). According to a 2002 Pew Internet and American Life Project, 20% oftoday's

e studentsbegan using the computer between five and eight years of age, 85% have their

computer,and 79% say that the internet has had a positive impact on their college academic

ience.College students frequently use the internet to check email, download music files,

tmessage,browse for fun, and communicate with family, friends, and professors.

puterbased use is an alternative to traditional instruction used both for on-campus and

ce learning courses, providing individualized, self-paced instruction. Computer-assisted

tion,according to some researchers, has great potential for developmental education

e itallowsa student to work at his or her own pace, provides immediate feedback, guided

'ceproblems,and 24-hour access (Kinney, 2001; MacDonald e~al., 2002; Merisotis and

s, 2000; Miles 2000). In 1976, only ten percent of the institutions surveyed used computer-

d instructionto teach mathematics (Maxwell, 1979). According to the National Center for

tionaI Statistics (2003b), in the fall of 2000, 31% of the 3230 colleges surveyed reported.

computerswere frequently used by students as a hands-on instructional tool for on-campus

ialmathematics,and 13% offered remedial courses through distance education, an increase

puter-assistedinstruction is supported by the early work of Roueche and Kirk (1974). One

theirelevenrecommendations for effectively serving remedial students is to accommodate

ividualdifferences and permit students to learn at their own pace. According to Roueche and

"lndividuclized instruction is critical to the effectiveness of developmental programs"

88). They did not advocate any particular methodology but asserted that lectures are not
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riate for remedial students. Teachers should not stand in front of the class and talk at the

ts. Developmental students typically do not have the reading and listening skills to succeed

itionalinstruction. They learn best by being active learners, by seeing and doing instead of

puter-assisted instruction requires seeing and doing as students use the interactive tutorials

othermulti-media. Beginning in the early 1960s computer-assisted instruction was used

exclusively to drill, tutor, and test students (Kulik & Kulik, 1991). With the rapidly

. g capabilities of computer software and hardware in recent years, computer-based

tionnow has a greater variety of possible uses. Textbook publishers have developed much

softwarecurrently being used in developmental mathematics (Kinney & Robertson, 2003).

ieally is one of two models: (1) software designed to support a traditional course with the

torproviding the content and the software providing videos and algorithmically-generated

ems and (2)-softWare designed to provide a thorough presentation Fof concepts with

tivemultimedia and the instructor as facilitator.

the selectionof software it is critical to first determine whether the learning is teacher-entered

ent-centered. Software can be used in a variety of instructional formats: a supplement to

t instruction, a component of a hybrid course that combines teacher-centered and student-

red instruction, independent learning in an open computer lab with tutors available,

puter-mediated learning that is student-centered and meets in a classroom with the same

ts and same instructor, and distance learning with no face-to-face contact between student
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instructor.The current study focuses on computer-assisted instruction as a supplement to

onal instruction and computer-assisted instruction in distance learning courses.

1SoftwarePrograms for Teaching Mathematics

of the existing soft wares for teaching mathematics as used in developed countries for

rs with physical disabilities include; MathPad, which enables students to do arithmetic

y on the computer. The program is ideal for students who need help organizing or

ing through math problems or who have difficulty doing math with pencil or paper.

s include Auto Navigation which guides students as they do their calculations; auditory

k where students can save their work in individual portfolios. Teachers can enter

s they create for their students, or use the 300 sample problems that come with the

and Adjustable font sizes and colors, which enhance readability. Student work can be

isalsoNumber Navigator, which a "rnaths processor" program is designed for people who

to do addition, subtraction, multiplication and division on a computer screen. Includes

Ie files with maths problems, or you can enter your own sums to make computer based

worksheets. The program does not provide answers to the problems, but rather allows the

t to layout sums as they would be done on paper. On top of this, there is also Access Math

ich is a drawing package for maths activities. It has features that will enable user to use the

ter to draw measure and colour geometrical shapes. It include a range of tools such as a

mpcss, protractor, and options to dra circles; lines, triangles and many other shap-«. ..

ler & Snowman, 1982; Black, 1998).
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MouseFree Description program on the other hand allows a learner with physical

. itiesto control the functions, both in Windows and in any other program which require the

fa mouse device: left or right click, double click, scrolling, etc. It should be used together

other mouse emulator programs such as head or eyes pointers or any other processing

designed for people with disabilities. Clikka Mouse Free (with its bars hidden on the left .

of the screen allowing the whole view of your desktop) "silently" provides a learner

ibilityto click whenever he wants to, just leaving the cursor rested over a given button on

n, allowing the learner to rest too and putting all the functions in stand-by. The program,

started,will display a bar, hidden on the left side of the screen; the bar will show some

which can be enabled or disabled by simply resting with the cursor over the selected one

certainamount of time, (Black, 1998). \MASENO UNIVERSITY\
, S.G. 5. L1BRARY ~

isalso IBM via Voice (Voice Recognition), a software for people with limited movements.

ws voice activation control of most software. Designed for executives, professionals and

rs who place a premium on fast, effective computer communications, Pro USB Edition

with a be stereo USB headset microphone with a digital signal processor for higher

recognition accuracy -- the most advanced microphone ever included in a Via Voice

product. Designed for speech recognition, this full-range stereo microphone is great for

DVDs as well. It can apply to teaching maths to children with

4.2 GeoGebra a' a software Tool for Teaching and Learning Mat ematics

ebra is dynamic mathematics software that joins geometry, algebra and calculus. It was

loped for learning and teaching mathematics in schools by Hohenwarter, (2002); an
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ational team of programmers. GeoGebra provides three different views of mathematical

: a Graphics View, a Numeric Algebra View and a Spreadsheet View. They allow you to

y mathematical objects in three different representations: graphically (e. g., points and

'on graphs), algebraically (e. g., coordinates of points, equations), and in spreadsheet cells.

by,all representations of the same object are linked dynamically and adapt automatically to

of the representations, no matter how they were initially created,

theconstruction tools available in the Toolbar one can do geometric constructions in the

ics View (GV) with the mouse. Select any construction tool from the Toolbar and read the

Help(next to the Toolbar) in order to find out how to use the selected tool. Any object

createin the Graphics View also has an algebraic representation in the Algebra View. After

ingthe tool, you are able to move objects in the Graphics View by dragginz them with the

. At the same time, their algebraic representations are dynamically updated in the Algebra.----. .

. Every icon in the Toolbar represents a toolbox that contains a selection of similar

ction tools. In order to open a toolbox, you need to click on the small arrow in the lower

ction tools are organized by the nature of resulting objects or the functionality of the

, Youwill find tools that create different types of points in the Point Toolbox (PT) and tools

allow you to apply geometric transformations in the Transformation Toolbox (TT),

enwarter, 2002).Using the Input Bar you can directly enter algebraic expressions In

ebra (GG). After hitting the Enter-key, your algebraic input appears in the Algebra View

Ie itsgraphical representation is automatically displayed in the Graphics View. Example, the
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Qx)= xA2 gives you the function f in the Algebra View and its function graph in the

die Algebra View (A V), mathematical objects are organized as free and dependent objects. If

createa new object without using any other existing objects, it is classified as a free object

9. If yournewly created object was created by using other existing objects, it is classified as a

nden! object. If you want to hide the algebraic representation of an object in the Algebra

youmay specify the object as an auxiliary object: Right click on the corresponding object

AlgebraView and select Properties from the appearing context menu. By default, auxiliary

ts arenot shown in the Algebra View (AD), but you can change this setting by selecting the

AuxiliaryObjects from the View menu.

that you are able to modify objects in the Algebra View as well by ensuring that you

e the Move tool before you double click on a free object in the Algebra View. In the

ingtext box you can directly edit the algebraic representation of the: object. After hitting

Enter-key, the graphical representation of the object will automatically adapt to your

s. If you double click on a dependent object (DO) in the Algebra View, a dialog window

allowing you to redefinethe object, (Beehler& Snowman, 1982; Black, 1998).

braalso offers a wide range of commands that can be entered into the Input Bar (IB). You

openthe list of commands in the right corner of the Input Bar by clicking on the button

and. After selecting a command from this list (or typing its name directly into the .'i7DUf

)you can press the F i-key to get information about the syntax and arguments required to

ly the corresponding command, ( Hohenwarter, M. 2002).1n GeoGebra's Spreadsheet View
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cellhas a specific name that allows you to directly address each cell. For example, the cell

nA and row 1 is named AI.These cell names can be used in expressions and commands

to address the content of the corresponding cell.

spreadsheet cells you can enter not only numbers, but all types of mathematical objects

are supported by GeoGebra (e. g. coordinates of points, unctions, and commands). If

ible,GeoGebra immediately displays the graphical representation of the object you entered

spreadsheetceil in the Graphics View as well. Thereby, the name of the object matches the

of the spreadsheet cell used to initially create it (e. g., A5, CI). By default, spreadsheet

are classified as auxiliary objects in the Algebra View. You can show or hide these

objects by selecting Auxiliary Objects frcrn the View menu.

engesfaced by Learners with PD while using computers

r, (1998) observes that a child's cognitive development is achieved by internalizing a

ful performance seen in another person in their social environment and by working

rativelywith their peers in the construction of more powerful strategies.

learner through interacting with the world constructs, tests, and refines cognitive

ntationto make sense of the world, (Boyle, 1997). The role of the teacher is to perform

operationsthe learners cannot yet handle on his or her own and gradually remove the

rt. This i:>'fading' up where the learner is made to become increasingly independent in

applicationof ski lis and knowledge acquired in the class.
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this case, the teacher supports the learner who acts as an apprentice, (Shayer, 1998). The

puterin this case plays the role of an enabling component for representation, communication

evaluation for better learning. Learning therefore, produces change in capacity for

nnance that could be observed as a result of the situation, (Good & Brophy, 1996). The

er's experiences in class or out of class may impede or enhance learning. Heywood, (1998)

Billet,(1996) noted that experience is a powerful ally of perception. Any misconception in a

er cantherefore hinder the process of learning.

hingson,et al., (1992) observes that learning can either be situated or distributed. Learning

. ateddescribes the way people learn. The cognitive abilities they use to learn depend on the

ofthe learning situation some of which are active, passive, creative, reactive, directed, and

exploratory. The nature, of the learning and of tools and situations that support it is task

dent. Learning is distributed between the internal goals, representations and actions of the

r and the external form of the learning materials and their delivery. Learning goals and

are likely to be ~haped by the mornent-to-moment display of information in front of

responsibility of any teacher in either a CBL class or Tl class is to provide effective

tionaI media and an enabling classroom environment to pupils (Lambrecht, 1989). Such

rs should have such personal attributes as: Knowledgeable of learning processes,

petencyin the use of variety of instructional strategies and Effectiveness in interpersonal

unication.A teacher should have the ability to bring out the goodness of the subject to the

Ia meansof motivating them, (Boone & Kurtz, 1987).
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tswith learning disabilities and those with PD in particular should receive some time on a

arbasis with some explicit systematic instruction. There is no reason to believe that this

of instruction should comprise all the mathematics instruction these students receive.

ver,it does seem essential for.building proficiency in both computation and the translation

word problems into appropriate mathematical equations and solutions. Some of this time

d be dedicated to ensuring that students possess the foundational skills and conceptual

ledgenecessary for understanding the mathematics they are learning at their grade level.

ver,with the advent of the new technology, challenges have been witnessed especially in

t to the learners with disabilities, (Kib0ss,2000).A physical handicap condition among the
(

ersmay affect how a student performs in the classroom if there are no suitable adaptations

in place to cater for the needs of this category of learners. Because of laws such as

vidualswith Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and advances in technology software,

ntswith physical disabilities can succeed in the classroom. Technology can be a powerful

izer" for people with disabilities, allowing them to "get around" a limitation in any

herof areas, (Boucher, 1998).

ents with physical disabilities may have difficulty performing basic functions such as,

ingobjects with their hands, moving arms or legs in a full or even limited range of motion.

nologyhas played an important role in attempting to bridge the gap necessitateJ by this

icappingcondition. However the process of using the CBL has led to some challenges in

lingmathematics in the classroom such as using keyboards, touch screens, computer mice,

rollwheels which are all used with the technology, Hohenwarter, (2002).
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drenwith physical disabilities may have multiple disabilities which can include speech

mobility problems, learning difficulties, mental retardation, visual

impairments, brain injury and possibly others. Along with multiple

i1ities,they can also exhibit sensory losses and behavior and/or social problems. These

entsmay exhibit weakness in auditory processing and have speech limitations. Physical

i1itywilloften be an area of need, Hohenwarter, (2002). These students may have difficulty

. ingandremembering skills and/or transferring these skills from one situation to another.

rt is usually needed beyond the· confines of the classroom. There are often medical

Iicationswith some of the more severe multiple disabilities which could include students
(

cerebral palsy and severe autism and brain injuries. Manipulation and in-depth

rstandingof computer operations among these children for success in mathematics can be a

lenge,(Beehler& Snowman, 1982). Students ease in manipulation of computers is

cterizedby behaviors which include students taking responsibility for their learning while
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ts' positive attitude towards learning as reflected in their willingness to learn

ndentlyat extra hours with the help of computer and students working in pairs and groups

. g student collaboration strengthened and allowing more ideas to be shared hence enriching

knowledge, Hohenwarter, (2002). Literature is mostly reviewed on the challenges that

rswith disabilities face while using computers to do general work but there is no study that

attemptedto discuss the challenges that specifically the learners with PH face while using

todo mathematics and offer possible solutions on the same in order for them to maximally

IIDmary

can be observed that the USA and Western Europe have built a strong base for the use of

ters in education. This largely has been attributed to developed infrastructure and large

ent in omputer technology. De pite the notable progress in readiness in Afi ",.t, there

existsa large-digital divide between the developing and the developed coumries. In Kenya,

government'sprioritization of using computers in teaching arid learning mathematics is very

and there is need for a paradigm shift in matters pertaining leadership in computer

ologyso that the country can leap the benefits of computer technology in education. The

yaimed at investigating the factors affecting the use of computers in teaching and learning

Kenyangovernment recognizes the role of computer technology in helping to attain the

tiongoals of vision 2030, which are to provide globally competitive education, training and

chfor development. Learners with special needs and those with PD specifically are part of

yanstudent community and any policy/programme rolled out by the Government of Kenya
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them.Therefore, use of CBL as an aid should be plan and use by all learners irrespective

g the implementation strategies specified by the government is to establish a computer

yprogramthat will equip students with modern rCT skills (Karanja, (2011). There however

a gap in knowledge today as pertains to the factors affecting the use of computers in

. g and learning of mathematics among learners with PD in secondary schools in Kenya.

studythereforeaimed to fill this gap by describing the factors affecting use of computers in

bingand learning of mathematics among learners with PD so as to help in achieving the

'on aspirations of vision 2030 which are to reduce illiteracy by increasing access to
(

'on,improvetransition rate from primary to secondary and raise the quality of education

. .
studyhasalso shown the importance of practice and drill to encourage learning through self-

menta component of computer use. It is therefore worrying for a country in its nascent

ofdevelopmentand targeting a leap in industrial and technological advancement that such

portanttool is not a major component in the training of its future workforce. The study

to point out the main impediments to the non-integration of computers in the teaching

1earningprocessamong the learners with PD.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

pretest counterbalanced design was used. The design equates the treatment and control

andcan give the most reliable results at the end of the experiment Leedy and' Ormrod

O· Coolican,(1999). In this design, the treatments are given to all the groups in a different

andthenumber of groups should be equal to the number of treatments.

researchercarried out the study using three Secondary schools; The Joyland Secondary

Iforthephysically disabled, (School 1), The Joytown Secondary School for the physically

led, (School2) and Mombasa Secondary school for the physically disabled, (School 3).

Is I and2 had two streams each, nerein named as Groups 1 &2; in there form three classes

school3 was a single stream and had no computers that could be used for CBL. All the 32

rs of Form three in Mombasa Secondary school for the physically disabled, (school 3)

thereforeused as control to experiment. The pre-test was administered in order to get the

ine informationfrom the groups before the experiment. The experimental and the control

pswereinterchangeafter two weeks in schools 1 and 2 as shown in Table 3 below.
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3: A pre Test Counter Balanced Design

Week School! School 2 School 3

G1 G2 G1 G2 All class

PT PT PT PT PT

TT NT NT TT NT
(CBL) (R I) (R I) (CBL) (RI)

T T T T T
M= M= M= M= M=

NT TT TT NT NT
(R I) (CBL) (CBL) (R I) (RI)

T T T T T
M= M= M= M= M=

M- Mean Gl- Group 1 G2- Group 2 Sl-School 1 S2-School
NT- No Treatment TT- Treatment

studywascarried out in Kisumu, Thika and Mombasa Counties using Joyland (Jl.), Joytown

andMombasaSecondary School (MSS) for the physically disabled. JL is located East of

ucity,approximately 5 Km away; JT is located East of Thika town approximately 6 Km

populationof the study comprised a total of 156 Form three students from the three

ndaryschoolsfor students with physical disabilities in Kenya, namely Joy town (JT), Joyland

)andMombasasecondary schools (MSS) for the physically disabled. It also included a total

7teachersfor mathematics from the named schools as shown in table 4 below.
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pie Sizeand Sampling Techniques

werea total of 7 mathematics teachers from the named schools out of which 1 teacher

IT and another 1 from JL were used for piloting and the remaining 5 teachers purposively

for the study. Saturated sampling was used to get 128 Form three students that

ipatedin the study. The remaining 28 students had been used in piloting. From Joyland

school, only 52 students participated in the study. A total of 44 students from Joy town

darySchool in Thika were used. All the 32 Form three students from Mombasa Secondary

I for the physically disabled and their mathematics teacher were used as control group in

study.This was due to the fact that the school was a single stream and had no computers that

beused for CBL. Form 3 class was used because the software used, CAST was developed

alreadyin use in Form three classes. The information is shown in Table 4 below.

4: Target and Sample Population 0 the Study

School 2 School~- School 3 . Total

Target Sample Target Sample Target Sample Target Sample

60 44 64 52 32 32 156 128

3 2 3 2 1 1 7 5 I
(

63 46 67 54 33 33 163 133 ~

School 1 - Joyland Secondary School

School 2 - Joytown Secondary School
School 3 - Mombasa Secondary School for the physically disabled

ments

instrumentswere developed and used in the data collection for this study namely; Computer

i led Statistical Text (CAST),Pre-Test, Test 1,Test 2, the student interview guide (SIG), and
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r's interview guide (TIG). The researcher personally visited the schools identified to

iment and collect relevant information.

ComputerAssisted Statistical Text (CAST)

puterAssisted Statistical Text (CAST) was used to collect data during the instruction of the

. It helped in lesson planning and actual execution of the lesson. It directed the learners

rdinglyand provided for self evaluation at the end of the lesson for self improvement as

-,
swas administered to all sampled students at the beginning of the study to an a diagnostic test

establishthe level of the learners performance before treatment. (Appendix B.)

isWi. 0 '1dminislC'!'d to all the sampled students in schools 1, -? and 3·.fter four weeks of

~ectinghalf of the group in schools land 2 herein named as Gland G2 to CBL use as shown __

Fig I in pp 77 .The other half groups.i.e G2 and G 1 in the named schools plus all the 32

dentsin school 3 were used as control. (Appendix C.)

Thiswasadministered to all the sampled students in schools 1,2 and 3 after another four weeks

wappingthe application of CBL use to half of the initially traditionally instructed group in

llloois I and 2 herein named as G2 and G 1 as shown in Fig 1 in np 77.The other half groups,i.e

ned . hools plus all the 32 students in school 3 .re ised as control.
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dentInterview Guide (SIG)

t interviewGuide helped the researcher on the informal talks with the subjects. The oral

'ew helped the researcher identify the students' feelings about their mathematics course

the CBL or their teacher mode. The questionnaire was an objective type and had seven

thatwere checked by the interviewer during the interview. It helped in describing the

ts' reactions regarding mathematics (Appendix E).

FoeusGroup Discussions for Teachers

groupdiscussions with the teachers were conducted in order to obtain some background

ationabout the class, whether teachers of mathematics were trained and ready to teach

rs with PD using computers, challenges faced, strategies of improving use of CBL and

ratingthe teachers in acquisition of software by school administration. The purpose of the

group discussion was to find ou any additional information on the use of I ~BL in

ematicslesson. The information could help the researcl.er to know the level of computer

y amongteachers and their ability to use the same knowledge in instructing the learners in

. (AppendixF).

tingof the instruments was done before the commencement of the study using Form three

students in the three schools, which were 28 students in number and 2 teachers. The

entsand teachers used were those who were not included in the main research.

1Validity of Research Instruments

lIidityrefers to correctness or soundness of conclusion reached in a study. (Kothari, 2008:73;

Ito1973:33;cited in Scrimshaw, 1990:83).It is the extent to which an instrument purports or
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s what it is designed to measure. Content validity was determined by the researcher by

ingthe research instrument with his supervisors and colleagues too. The guidance given

used to improve the validity of the instrument after making the necessary changes. The

h experts from the school of education and supervisors requested to review the items

onthe objectives and the purpose of the study. The validity also was verified through a

study.Besides, student colleagues in the same study area were to check the items for face

Reliabilityof the Research Instruments

. ility is the extent to which a research instruments yields measures that are consistent,

enda& Mugenda, 2009). It refers to the degree of consistency or repetition of the results of

study.This infers the production of the same results when used by someone else. It has two

s of stability and equivalence. The degree of S1. bility was determined by r'')mpari;.~> the

Its of repeated measurements while the equivalence considered how much the_error had been

ucedto investigations or samples.

test- retest method was used to test reliability. The questionnaire was administered during

pilotstudy. Cronbach' s Coefficient Alpha was used to establish the reliability of the research

ment. A. reliability coefficient of 0.7 and above was assumed to reflect the internal

liabilityof the instruments (Fraenkel S: Wallen, 2000). Since the value obtained was 0.865 for

en!questionnaire, it showed that this value was above 0.7 and the questionnaire deemed

ha~li.~':le typographical errors and ornis.,. ons .; tee: ed were corrected in the insn ,"- nt

nfirmingthat it was sufficient to be used in the main study.
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CollectionProcedure

werewritten to seek permission to carry out research in the stated areas. The approval to

research in the named areas was sought through the national council for science and

gy innovation (NACOSTI) and the head teachers of Joytown Secondary School in Thika

Joylandsecondary school for the physically disabled in Kisumu County and Mombasa

School for the physically disabled in Mombasa county. The researcher personally

the areas of study to experiment and collect relevant information. The researcher

with the head teachers of the named schools the purpose of the study and the general

of the tools to be used. The same discussion was extended to heads of mathematics

ent, computer laboratory technologists and research assistant in respective schools. To

that the data collected in pre-Test, Test 1 and Test 2 was standard, the researcher

a one day meeting in Nairobi for the sampled teachers of mathematics from the three

Is where the tests and there respective marking scnemes were set based on the Form 3

researcherdiscussed with the respective respondents the issues at hand and distributed the

'onnairesafter agreeing with them on how to be completed. The students completed in their

ive classrooms while teachers did theirs in the departments. Data from CAST was

ally collected by the researcher with the help of research assistant in the computer

toriesof the named schools. This was done after the students had been briefed on what was

ed of them and the same process was repeated for the treated group after the exposure

-testl.Thetreated groups were then asked by the researcher LO respond to questions at the I
ofCASTon their contributions about the use of CBL.
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of the nature of information collected, quantitative and qualitative data analysis was

out in the study. Quantitative data analysis involved making sense of things or events

Iy conceptual grouping and figurative grouping data, exploring "what is there",

and distinguishing observations with respect to variables and assembling a coherent

dingof events. Pearson's r and multiple regression analysis were used to determine the

ipand to predict students' performance in mathematics.

'81 statistics on the other hand was useful in making objective comparisons of results

the subjects, (Coolican, 1999). Percentages, means, standard deviations were obtained

analysisof variance (ANOV A) was performed on the data. Qualitative aspects of the

was analysed by transcribing and categorising th data into themes and subthemes and

g some of them verbatim. Descriptive statistics use; noting patterns and themes, seeing

i1ities,c1ustering, making metaphors, counting, comparing, partitioning variables and

ing of particulars by more general categories to determine relationships between

lesand to build logical chain of events (Kiboss, 2000; Leedy & Ormrod, 2010).

rpreting the data, the impression or reflection of interviews, questionnaires, teaching,

anddiaries/teacher's journal, secondary impression when reflecting on and reviewing the

ingof data sources, summarizing triangulated lesson observation schedules, reflecting on

ents, marking and summarizing achievement tests, and transcribing lesson processes as

as formal thematic analysis which involve the study of raw data, listing data categories,
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aring and clustering categories, noting relationships between categories, subsuming

ories, building logical chain of evidence, and linking understanding to research.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

uction

chapterpresent the results collected from the field. Data was collected using; Computer

Statistical Text (CAST) where three Tests were issued (Pre Test, Test 1 and Test 2);

t interview guide, teacher interview guide and also monitored and timed tests. The data

d was about, strategies used by learners with PD when learning mathematics and their

ance in mathematics, relationship between students exposed to CBL and those without

exposurein their performance in mathematics, the relationship between the experienced low

ance in mathematics subject in secondary schools for the physically disabled and the use

nee of use of CBL in those schools and finally challenges that students with physically

ledfaced while using cornput rs to do mathematics and strategies used to ",;'p,rcome the

study was conducted in three places; School 1 in Kisumu (n = 54 respondents), School 2 in ,

(n = 46 respondents) and School 3 in Mombasa (n = 33 respondents). The respondents

school 1 and school 2 were used as the treatment group part of the study (they used CBL

to learn mathematics) while the respondents from school 3 were used as control (they

traditionalmethod to learn mathematics).The researcher used a sample of 133 respondents

133), i.e. 128 students and 5 teachers, of which the treatment group constituted 96 students

4 teacherswhile the control group constituted 32 students and 1 teacher. There was 100%

rateof the questionnaire items from the respondents that were involved in the study. I
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ctionalStrategies used in teaching Mathematics to learners with PD in Secondary

first objective was to establish the instructional strategies used in teaching mathematics to

with PD in secondary schools in Kenya. The teaching of mathematics was evaluated

theperformance since form one, identifying mode of teaching mathematics, interaction

computer,comparison of CBL with traditional method, whether CBL add value, basic

ationabout CAST and information about student motivation.

thanhalf of all the students, 72(55.6%) taught through traditional method performed fairly

Majorityof the students, 100 (77.8%) started interacting with computers while in form

. more than half 72 (55.6%) reported that CBL is easier to understand than traditional

and only 14 (11.1 %) said that CBL is time consuming. More than three quarters ('f'

ts 100 (77.8%) were in agreement that computers added value to students' motivation and

ement.The information is as indicated in Table 5.
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5:Response from Students on Teaching of Mathematics

Frequency (%)Teachingof mathematics (n = 128)
Performancein mathematics since form one

Above average

Average

Fair

Modeof teaching mathematics in class since form one

Use of chalk only / traditional method

Use of computer

Strategiesused in teaching mathematics since form one

Individualized education programme

Peer tutoring

Remedial teaching

Team teaching

ineewhen have you interacted with the use of computer

inyour earning

Since form one

Since form two

Since form three

Comparethe use of computer based learning in

mathematicswith the teacher mode

eBL is easier to understand

eBL is time consuming

eBL is encouraging

eBL is not better than traditional method

Doesthe use of computers add any value to your

motivationand achievement

Yes

No

28 (22.2%)

28 (22.2%)

72 (55.6%)

128 (100%)

128(100%)

76(60%)

85(66%)

96(75%)

28 (21.9%)

24 (18.8 %)

76 (59.4 %)

72 (55.6%)

14 (11.1 %)

14(11.]%)

28 (21.6%)

. iOO(77.8%)

28 (22.2%)
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CAST included; success in using the software, problems faced during use, helpfulness of

ftware,ability of the software to perform the tasks, ability of the software to make students

¥theclass and whether the software added value during its use.

theother hand, teachers in focus group discussions gave their views on the mode and

iesthey use in teaching mathematics to students with PD.They mentioned chalk and talk

asthe main mode of teaching. They all express their eagerness to employ fully the use of

becausein their view, it helps the learners with PD manipulate maths calculation with ease

speedespecially if the input systems in the computers is adapted to suit learners with

Theyoutlined the following as success in using CBL; accessibility of the software and ability
(

1he software to make students enjoy calculations. All Teachers in focus group discussions

this tatement;

We majorly use the traditional method compnsing of chalk and talk but we
involved. a number of strategies which J!:l~Iude Individualized Educational
Programme for slow learners, peer tutoring, remedial teaching and team teaching
with our colleagues to enable the learners maximally capture the content and
benefit fully in the teaching and learning process. But we have started the use of
CBL and the learners are finding it exciting and much better than the chalk and
talk method when fully used because it is self directing, faster and easier when
input systems are adapted to suit the learners with PD.

1hequalitative data obtained from the teachers on the areas the computers were used to teach

ematicsamong the learners with PD, the following topics in mathematics were identified to

mvolved;graphics for 3 dimensional geometry, ICT lessons using KLB software in form one

ematics,construction of loci and transformations in form four. For those who were not able

usecomputers to teach mathc-nar: cs, some of the teachers in focus ~··i)Up ";':;c-- -3ion echoed
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Our inability to effectively use the technology is majorly due to lack of computer
skills and lack of mathematics software because this one you are using in this
research is still new and has not been used even with the learners with PD so far,
your coming is God sent , we also have few computers and having more
lessons in other subjects There is need also to modify the computers to suit
learners with PD.

teachersseem not to be using computers in teaching of mathematics among learners with PD

to several reasons that include lack of appropriate computer skills, inadequate computer

areand software and tendency to be doing things the usual way among others.

findings seem to be in agreement with that of Norton (1999) who in studying Brisbane

ers' responses to and beliefs about using computers for mathematics learning found that: (i)

secondary mathematics teachers used computers at least weekly; (ii) computers were

'dered equally or more effective than traditional instruction for doing calculations or

'ding basic skills oractice; few teachers considered computers useful in developing

ptual understandings. The effective use of technology dep~nds on the teacher. Teachers

Id use technology to enhance their students' learning opportunities by selecting or creating

ematical tasks that take advantage of what technology can do efficiently and well -'-

bing,visualizing, and computing (NCTM, 2000). MASENO UNIVERSITY\
S.G. S. LIBRARY .

The use of Computer Assisted Statistical Text (CAST)

respondents were requested to identify how well the lesson was, ability to access the

are, enjoy the calculation using the software, enjoy the Lesson, problems encountered

'ngthe lesson and the adequacy of computers. The respondents were in agreement that the

arewas helpful 9b (100%), it was up to task 85 (88.2%),-it made students enjoy the class 86

Yo) and it added value to student's education 92 (95%) as indicated in table 6. However, the

ndentssuggested that the software need still be improved by modifying the input system to
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mputerAssisted Statistical Text (CAST) n = 96 Frequency (%)

the learners with varied physical disabilities and also connecting the computers to the

etwhen using the software.

6:Computer Assisted Statistical Text (CAST)

idtheresource help or not?
Yes
No

asthe resource up to the task?
Yes
No

w could the resource be improved?
trodueingnew methods
nneetingthe computer to the internet

ldtheresource help the students to engage in and enjoy the class?
Yes
No

idtheresource add value to students' education?
Yes
No

96 (100%)

85 (88.2%)
11 (1l.8%)

86 (90%)
10 (10%)

92 (95%)
4 (5%)

itativedata was obtained from the teachers in focus group discussion on possible ways of

roving existing K'T facilities and factors affecting the use of computers ill teaching'

ematiesthe learners with disability among others. The teachers in focus group discussion

d that information technology was worthwhile for teaching and learning. However, several

iersto its effective implementation were identified and included hardware and software

, and insufficient maintenance and technical support. The teachers also mentioned that

e proportions of the teachers were at least prepared to use computers for teaching

ematics. Teachers were generally supportive of the idea of using computers to teach I
ematicsto learners with PO and that most were confident and comfortable enough to be in-

icedon computer applications.
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meetsofCBL on Mathematics performance

secondobjective of the study sought to find out the effects of CBL on students who are

icallydisabled (PH) in their performance in mathematics.

TheEffects of Teaching Method on Mathematics performance among Learners with

PhysicalDisabilities in Kenya

schooldifferences in performance of the pre-test test 1 and test 2 was sought during the

usingboth descriptive and analysis of variance. During the study the descriptive statistics

usedto establish the difference in mean between the pre-test, CBL method and traditional

odof teaching that was adopted. The Joyland and loytown schools had both experimental

controltreatments in test 1 and 2, while Mombasa school had only control treatment. There

differencein the pre-test scores of test 1 for loyland (49.12), loytown (52.82), compared to

I in Mombasa (49.72) as shown in Table 7. This was replicated in test 2 with loyland

. g a score of (53.54), Joytown (47.95), compared to control in Mombasa (49.72). This

tedthat experimental treatment of pre-test scores for the three schools varied as indicated
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Ie 7: Pre-test Performance
Mean Std. Deviation N

Experimental 51.33 12.653 52
Control
Total 51.33 12.653 52
Experimental 50.39 9.004 44
Control
Total 50.39 9.004 44
Control 49.72 9.656 32
Total 49.72 9.656 32
Experimental 50.90 11.085 96
Control 49.72 9.656 32
Total 50.60 10.721 128

Therewas difference in the Test 1 experimental performance for treatment test 1 for Joyland

67.27),Joytown (69.18), compared to control in Mombasa (50.38) as shown in Table 8. This

was replicated in test 2 with Joyland having a score of (56.81), Joytown (52.09), cor.psred to

Table 8: Test 1 Performance
School Mean Std. Deviation N
Joyland Experimental 67.27 9.220 26

Control 56.81 13.251 26
Total 62.04 12.476 52

Joytown Experimental 69.18 11.027 22
Control 52.09 8.954 22
Total 60.64 13.163 44

Mombasa Control 50.38 9.217 32
Total 50.38 9.217 32

Total Experimental 68.15 10.023 48
Control 52.94 10.863 80
Total 58.64 12.854 128
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Howeveron the treatment the performance of experimental group was 62.04 in Joyland, with

60.64in Joytown and 50.38 in Mombasa. From the findings the performance of experimental

groupwas higher compared to the control group in the three schools. This indicated that Test 1

scoresfor the three schools were varied.

Therewas difference in the Test 2 experimental performance for treatment test 1 for Joyland

(60.12),Joytown (59.50), compared to control in Mombasa (53.88) as shown in Table 9. This

was replicated in test 2 with Joyland having a score of (68.58), Joytown (67.91), compared to

controlin Mombasa (53.88). However on the treatment the performance of experimental group

was 64.35 in Joyland, with 63.7 in Joytown and control 53.88 in Mombasa. From the findings

theperformance of experimental group was higher compared to the control group in the three

schools.This indicated that Test 2 scores for the three schools were varied.

Table9: Test 2 Performance

School Mean Std. Deviation N
Jcyland Experimental 68.58 14.400 26

Control 60.12 7.654 26
Total 64.35 12.191 52

Joytown Experimental 67.91 9.451 22
Control 59.50 7.999 22
Total 63.70 9.641 44

MombasaControl 53.88 8.842 32
Total 53.88 8.842 32

Total Experimental 68.27 12.261 48
Control 57.45 8.655 80
Total 61.51 11.397 128

4.3.2 Difference in Mathematics Performance

Therewas a difference in the scores of pre-test, test 1 and test 2 among the sampled schools.

Themean score performance in mathematics of pretest at Joyland was 51.33, Joytown (50.39)
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ombasa(49.72). Test 1 comprised of a mean score of 62.04 Joyland, 60.64 Joytown and

Mombasa.However, test 2 of Joyland had a mean score performance of 64.35; Joytown

63.7 andMombasa 53.88. These findings indicated that the performance of mathematics in

threeschoolsvaried, with Mombasa recording the lowest followed by Joytown and finally

d. This indicated that experimental treatment of pre-test scores for the three schools

10:Difference in Mathematics Performance
N Mean Std. Std.

Deviation Error
Joyland 52 51.33 12.653 1.755
Joytown 44 50.39 9.004 1.357
Mombasa 32 49.72 9.656 1.707
Total 128 50.60 10.721 .948
Joyland 52 62.04 12.476 1.730
Joytown 44 60.64 13.163 1.984
Mombasa 32 50.38 9.217 1.629
Total 128 38.64 12.854 1.136
Joyland 52 64.35 . 12.191 1.691
Joytown 44 63.70 9.641 1.454
Mombasa 32 53.88 8.842 1.563
Total 128 61.51 11.397 1.007

mthe study the lowest students' performance in Mathematics was during the pre-test in the

schools.However the highest students' academic achievement in Mathematics was during

die adoptionof eBL method. On average the adoption of traditional method after subjecting the

~dentsto the eBL method had an average mean. This mean score was higher than that of the

pre-testbut lower than that of eBL method.
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ANOVAon Difference in Mathematics Performance

ionswhere the data had more than one dependent continuous variable or more than two

across the categorical independent variables, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was

tocompare the performance in mathematics in sampled schools, with respect to treatment,

oneand two. A one-way analysis of variance was conducted to explore the variation on the

nnanceof schools with respect to treatment as shown in (Table 11).

was a statistically significant difference in performance oftest 1 [F (1, 125) =10.27] and

2[F (1, 125) =11.14]. However, there was no significant difference in pre-test (p>0.05).

the effects of test 1 and 1 was found to be significant, it implies that their means differ

than would be expected by chance alone and despite reaching statistical significance, the

difference in mean scores between the groups was quite small. The fi-diagsshowed that

n the pre-test exam was given the performances (If the three schools were not different as

paredto when test 1 and two was issued. This indicated that the influence of CBL method

significantas well as traditional method subjected after the CBL.
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11:Analysis of Variance on students' academic achievement in Mathematics

Sum of df Mean F Sig.
Squares Square

Between 54.337 2 27.168 .234 .792
Groups
Within Groups 14542.343 125 116.339
Total 14596.680 127
Between 2961.864 2 1480.932 10.27 .000
Groups 2
Within Groups 18021.605 125 144.173
Total 20983.469 127
Between 2495.564 2 1247.782 11.14 .000
Groups 1
Within Groups 14000.428 125 112.003
Total 16495.992 127

was a statistically significant difference at the p<.05 level in CBL method. Since the

ts of CBL method was found to be significant, it implies that the means differ more than

Id be expected by chance alone and despite reaching stvtistical significance, the ,tual

ercncein mean. scores between the groups was quite small. Since theeffects of traditional

odwere found to be not significant, it implies that the means do not differ much. Thus, the

ption of CBL methods influenced positively the students' performance in Mathematics

Dong the learners with physical disabilities.

Thecurrent study found significant difference in final exam scores of students receiving

lraditionalinstruction and those receiving CBL. This agreed with Fletcher? Hawley, and Piele,

1990) that a third and fifth graders in Canada who used the computer to supplement classroom

mstructio.scored significantly higher on a standard test of mathematics achievement than those

receivingconventional instruction. Also concurs with Olusi, (2008) that the mathematical

achievementof high school students in Nigeria who were randomly assigned to computer-
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instruction or traditional instruction revealed a significantly higher mean for the

ter-assistedgroup.

findingssupport Bialo and Sivin-Kachala, (1996) that educational technology had a positive

t on achievement for all subject areas from preschool through higher education. The

evenent of students using computer-based instruction was significantly related to the

unt of technology-related training the teachers had received and whether the technology was

t outcomes concluded that computer-assisted instruction as a supplement to traditional

g usedappropriately. It concurs with Cotton, (2000) that a computer-based learning and

etionproduced higher achievement than traditional instruction alone, but when computer-

, edinstruction alone was compared to traditional instruction.

PostHoc Tests (LSD)

PostHQcJ~sts (LSD) multiple comparisons were used to establishthe effect of teaching
. .

odas summarized in table 12. There was a positive relationship between Test 1 for Joyland

Mombasaas well as Joytown and Mombasa. The difference also showed that a negative
,.

ifieantrelation existed in test 1 for Mombasa and Joyland and Joytown.
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12:Post Hoc Tests (LSD) Multiple Comparisons

(I) School (J) School Mean Std. Sig. 95% Confidence
Difference Error Interval

(I-J) Lower Upper
Bound Bound

. Joyland Joytown .941 2.209 .671 -3.43 5.31
Mombasa 1.608 2.423 .508 -3.19 6.40

Joytown Joyland -.941 2.209 .671 -5.31 3.43
Mombasa .668 2.506 .790 -4.29 5.63

Mombasa Joyland -1.608 2.423 .508 -6.40 3.19
Joytown -.668 2.506 .790 -5.63 4.29

Joyland Joytown 1.402 2.460 .570 -3.47 6.27
Mombasa 11.663* 2.698 .000 6.32 17.00

Joytown Joyland -1.402 2.460 .570 -6.27 3.47
Mombasa 10.261* 2.790 .000 4.74 15.78

Mombasa Joyland -11.663* 2.698 .000 -17.00 -6.32
Joytown -10.26( 2.790 .000 -15.78 -4.74

Joyland Joytown .642 2.168 .768 -3.65 4.93
Mombasa 10.471* 2.378 .000 5.77 15.l8

Joytown Joyland -.642 2.168 .768 -4.93 3.65
Mombasa 9.830* 2.459 .000 4.96 14.70

Mornbasa Joyland -1 .471* 2.378 .000 -15.18 -5.77
Joytown -9.830* 2.459 .000 -14.70 -4.96

Themean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

rtest 2 a negative relationship existed between Joyland and Mombasa schools.The same was

experience between Mombasa on one hand and Joyland and Joytown on the other hand. This

plies that the adoption of CBL method affect the students' academic achievement in

thematics among the physically disabled. The CBL method was found to be significant in

ytownSchool as Compared to Mombasa. There was negatively significant difference in the

of traditional method between Mombasa and Joyland schools. The conclusion of the current

dy agrees with the previous results as it found significant difference in the mathematical

performanceof students that use CBL and those using traditional mode. The mean score of the

mputer-assisted group was higher. The findings agree with Kulik, (2002) and Liao, (2007) that
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computer-assisted instruction produced higher achievement, especially when combined with

notreplacing traditional instruction.

Relationshipbetween the students exposed to CBL and those without that exposure in

. performancein mathematics

on's r was used to check on the direction of relationship, whether positive or negative,

e performance was measured based on test results of pre-test, CBL method and traditional

odof learning .

.1Relationship between CBL method and pre-test performance

lishedthe strength of relationship and either to accept or reject the null hypothesis. A linear

ssionanalysis was used to explore interrelationship among the variables using a model. R2

sents the values of linear correlation coefficients between the predictors used in the, model.

m the model, (R2 = .436) shows that all the predictor account for 43.6% variation in pre-test

ormance(Table 13). The change statistics was usedto test whether the change in adjusted R2

significantusing the F ratio. The model caused adjusted R2 to change from zero to .436 and

schange gave rise to an F ratio of97.23, which is significant at a probability of .05.

ble13:Model Summary on pre-test performance

R R
Square

Adjusted R Std. Error of
Square the Estimate

Change Statistics

.660a .436 .431

R
Square
Change

9.26006 .436

F Change dfl df2 Sig. F
Change

97.234 126 .000

i,

t

'/
I

Pre ictors: (Constant), CBL Methods
The analysis of variance was used to test whether the model could significantly fit in predicting

the outcome than using the mean as shown in (Table 14). The F- ratio represents the ratio of
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ovement in prediction that results from fitting the model, relative to the inaccuracy that

. in the model. The F- ratio was 97.23 which is likely to happen by chance and was

ificant (P<.05). The model significantly improved the ability to predict the pre-test

onnance in mathematics. Thus the model was significant leading to rejection of the null

theses.This represented the effect size of the regression model and was significant with a p-

Ie14:Analysis of Variance on CBL Methods

Sum of
Squares

df Mean
Square

F Sig.

Regression 8337.668 1
Residual 10804.332 126
Total 19142.000 127

8337.668
85.749

97.234

DependentVariable: pre-test performance
Predictors:(Constant), CBL Methods

able14shows the estimates of ~ values and givesari individual contribution of predictor to the

edel,The ~ value explains about the relationship between CBL method and predictor. The,

sitive~ values indicate the positive relationship that exists between the predictors and the

outcome.The ~ value for CBL method had a positive coefficient thus positive relationship with
"

j'

I
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Ie15:Coefficients of pre-test performance

Unstandardized Standardized t Sig.
Coefficients Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta
(Constant) 26.381 3.964 6.656 .000
CBL .756 .077 .660 9.861 .000

DependentVariable: Pre-test performance

eregression results in Table. 15 show that each of the predicted parameters in relation to the

pendent factor was significant; Pl= 0.756 (p < 0.05) which implies that we reject the null

thesis stating that there is no significant relationship between CBL method and pre-test

orrnance. This indicates that for each unit increase in the, CBL method there is 0.756 units

ase in pre-test performance. Also the influence of CBL method is shown by the t-test value

9.86which implies that the effect surpasses that of the error by over 9.86 times. The following

essionEquation was arrived at;

erey is the dependent variable which the performance .

.5.2Relationship between traditional method and pre-test performance

From the model, (R2 = .569) shows that the predictor account for 56.5% variation in pre-test

perfonnance(Table 16). The change statistics was used to test whether the change in adjusted

R2 is significant using the F ratio. The model caused adjusted R2 to change from zero to .569

and thischange gave rise to an F ratio of 166.09, which is significant at a probability of .05. J.

I
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16:Model Summary on pre-test performance

R R
Square

Adjusted
R Square

Std.
Error of

the
Estimate

Change Statistics

.754a .569 .565 7.06914

R
Square
Change

.569

F
Change

dfl df2 Sig. F
Change

166.093 1 126 .000
Predictors:(Constant), Traditional Method

eanalysis of variance was used to test whether the model could significantly fit in predicting

outcome than using the mean as shown in (Table 17). The F - ratio represents the ratio of

provement in prediction that results from fitting the model, relative to the inaccuracy that

. in the model. The F- ratio was 166.09 which is likely to happen by chance and was

ificant (P<.05). The model significantly improved the ability to predict the pre-test

onnance in mathematics. Thus the model was significant leading to rejection of the null

theses. This represented the effect size of the regression model and was significant with a p-. .

ble 17: Analysis of Variance on pre-test performance

Sum of
Squares

df Mean
Square

F Sig.

Regression 8300.119
Residual 6296.560
Total 14596.680

1
126
127

8300.119
49.973

166.093

DependentVariable: Pre test

Predictors:(Constant), Traditional

Table17shows the estimates of B values and gives an individual contribution of predictor to the

model.The ~ value explains about the relationship between CBL method and predictor. The

positive~ values indicate the positive relationship that exists between the predictors and the
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outcome.The p value for traditional method had a positive coefficient thus positive relationship

ble 18: Coefficients of pre-test performance

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

B Std. Error
I (Constant) 7.165 3.428

Traditional .782 .061

Beta

.754
2.090
12.888

.039

.000

DependentVariable: Pre test

regression results in Table 18 show that each of the predicted parameters in relation to the

ependent factor was significant; PI = 0.782 (p < 0.05) which implies that we reject the null

othesisstating that there is no significant relationship between traditional method and pre-test

ormance. This indicates that for each unit increase in the, traditional method there is 0.782

its increase in pre-test performance. Also the influence of traditional method is shown by the t-

valueof 12.89 which implies that the effect of traditional method surpasses that of the error

.5.3Relationship between traditional method and CBL method

linearregression analysis was used to explore interrelationship among the variables using a

odel.R2 represents the values of linear correlation coefficients between the predictors used in

e model.From the modeJ, (R2 = .792) shows that all the predictor account for 79.2% variation

BLmethod (Table 19). The change statistics was used to test whether the change in adjusted R2

ignificant using the F ratio. The model caused adjusted R2 to change from zero to .625 and

i changegave rise to an F ratio of212.69, which is significant at a probability of .05.
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Ie19:Model Summary on pre-test performance

R R Adjusted Std. Change Statistics
R Error

Square Square of the R F df df2 Sig. F
Estimate Square Change 1 Change

Change
.792a .628 .625 7.51782 .628 212.691 1 126 .000

Predictors:(Constant), Traditional

e analysis of variance was used to test whether the model could significantly fit in predicting

outcome than using the mean as shown in (Table 20). The F- ratio represents the ratio of

provement in prediction that results from fitting the model, relative to the inaccuracy that

·sts in the model. The F- ratio was 212.69 which is likely to happen by chance and was

ificant (P<.05). The model significantly improved the ability to predict the CBL method.

us themodel was significant leading to rejection of the null hypotheses.

Ie20: Analysis of Variance on CBL Methods

Sum of
Squares

df Mean F Sig.
Square

Regression 12020.783 12020.78 212.691 .000
3

56.518Residual 7121.217
Total 19142.000

126
127

Predictors:(Constant), Traditional

)
I

DependentVariable: CBL Methods

able21 shows the estimates of ~ values and gives an individual contribution of predictor to the

odelThe ~ value explains about the relationship between traditional method and CBL method.

epositive ~ values indicate the positive relationship that exists between the predictors and the
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me.The p value for traditional method had a positive coefficient hence positive relationship

CBLmethod.

Ie21: Coefficient s of pre-test performance

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t
Sig.

(Constant)

B Std.
Error
3.645

Beta

12.35
1

Traditional .941 .065

3.388 .001

.792 14.584 .000
DependentVariable: CBL Methods

eregression results in Table 21 show that each of the predicted parameters in rel~tion to the

ependent factor was significant; p3= 0.941 (p < 0.05) which implies that we reject the null

thesis stating that there is no significant relationship between traditional method and CBL

od. This indicates that for each unit increase in the, traditional method there is 0.941 units

ase in CBL method. Also the influence of traditional method is shown by the t-test value of

4.58 which implies that the effect of traditional method surpasses that of the error by over 14.58,

times.

The research on the effects of computer based use on the mathematical learning of students of

YBriousages and ability levels suggests that computer-assisted instruction as a supplement to

traditionalclassroom instruction is more effective than traditional instruction alone (Brothen and

Wambach,2000; Butzin, 2000; McSweeney, 2003; Nguyen, 2002; Olusi, 2008). The test scores

of low-achieving students were higher with computer-assisted instruction combined with

traditionalinstruction than with traditional instruction alone, (Hannafin and Foshay, 2008). The
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findingsagree with Fitzgerald and Koury, (1996) that students with mild and moderate cognitive

kamingdisabilities learned as well or better with computer-assisted instruction than without it.

The figure 3 below gave a graphical representation of the distribution of students' score in

mathematicsforboth cycle 1 (control group) and cycle 2 (treatment group) results.

Distribution of Students' Score for Cycle 1 and ''::ycle 2
I/)
M

o
M

J

2 3 4 5 6 7
Score (out of 10)

8 9 10

re 2:-Uistribution of students' score for cycle 1 and cycle 2 ~-.

oststudentsscored better in their tests (i.e. scores between 9 to 10 showed higher percentages,

een 11% to 32%). More specifically, to determine the relationship between performance in

ematicsand the students who were exposed to CBL from those who were not exposed to the

e, figure 4 below on regression of the best fit was used to represent this relationship. The

Ffomlance in mathematics was the fitted values of the response variable in the regression

odelabove.The graph showed a positive correlation.
~
!

I
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Predictionof performancebasedon post test results(CBL)

~--,,----,,---',----,,----,,---',----,'----r' ---,-,---,-
55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Posttest marks (%)

re3: Prediction of performance based on post test results (CBL)

werenot exposed to CBL (based on pre-test result), figure 5 below indicating regression fit

determineparticularly the relationship between performance in mathematics and the students

Prediction of performanr.e b'3sed on pre-test results (non CBL)

againused to represent this relationship. The graph showed a negative correlation.

60 70 80
Pre-test marks (1000/0)

90 100

re4:Prediction of performance based on pre - test results (non CBL)

researcher then regrouped the respondents in two groups in both treatment schools, the

P 2 students were composed of students who were previously on traditional method of

]02

ingmathematics but now exposed to CBL in their learning while group I respondents were

whowere on CBL previously but now on traditional method. These two cohorts of students



then taught for period of four weeks during the study period and then made to sit an

uationexam at the end of that time period. The purpose of this counter balance design was to

Ip control the order effect and determine more clearly if there was any significant difference in

teaching of mathematics using the two different methods. Summary statistics from the two

upsof respondents are indicated in Table 22 below.

ble 22: Summary statistics from the two groups of respondents

Summarystatistics Group2 Groupl
48 48

89.8 51.6

90 51.4

4.6 11.7

85 40

94.3 63.3

9.3 23:::

N

Inter-quantilerange

e mean difference between the two groups of respondents was then determined statistically

ingthe two-tailed t-test for the two sample mean comparison test. The two methods of

hing mathematics was found to be statistically significantly different p = 0.0186, 95%CI

13.0789,63.2703). The result for this test is shown in the Table 23 below.
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Pre-test counter balance design

Statistic Test N mean SE t p-value 95% C.I

48 89.7619 2.6832 78.2170 101.3068

48 51.5873 6.7362 22.6037 80.5709

Mean Two tail
Diff t-test 38.1746 7.2509 5.265 0.0186 13.0789 63.2703

e test therefore asserted that the students who were exposed to CBL in the teaching of

ematics significantly performed better than their counterparts who were taught by the

itionalmethod. The findings concur with Cotton, (2000) and Hannafin and Foshay, (2008)

Computer-based use allows students to work at their own pace at a time and place of their

sing from any computer with internet access. Students receive immediate feedback on

ignmentsand can revisit topics until they have mastered the content. They may have access to

eos,guided ractice problems, and online tutoring. The software can p-ovide e.•ch student

'than individualized study plan. Teachers .can create quizzes and tests to be delivered and

ed by the software. It also provides the instructor with data to show how students are

gressingin the course (Ford and Klicka, 1998) .

.6 Comparison of the results for groupl and group 2

e researcher then grouped the respondents from the treatment arm of the study into two

FOups;group 1 and group 2.They were then taught for a period of time using the two different

methodsof learning and given three series of tests at the end of that period. The tests were then

lIministeredto students in groups 1 and 2, where group I were students who have been using

BL in learning mathematics while group 2 were students who have been using traditional

methodin learning mathematics. The figure 6 below shows the test results taken through tests 1,
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aod3 for both groups of students. Students who have been using CBL throughout the learning

,mod posted higher results (testl = 90%, test 2 = 94% and test3 = 88%) in aU the three tests

ampared to their counterparts who have been using traditional method.

• Gf'oup2

• Group!

Comparison!lf test results for groups 1 and 2

o 100

re 5: ComparisoD of the n:saIts for group 1 aDd group 2

.7Comparison of the results for eyelet (control group) and eyele2 (treatment group)

testswere furtber administered to aD respondents under study through cycle 1 (comprising

students in the control group) and cycle 2 (comprising the students in the treatment group) in

r to compare the speed taken in solving mathematical problems alongside measuring

°evementIn cycle 1,. students used the traditional method to solve mathematical problems

Ole incycle 2 they used the CBL method

MASENO UNIVERSITY\
S.G. S. LIBRARY .~I
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lible24: Summary statistics for test results ill cycle 1ad cycle 2

Variable N Mean Standard deviation Min Max

Score(out of 10) 32 7.5714 2.3440 3 10

Time(min) 32 40.8571 13.9491 20 60

Score(out of 10) 96 7.1429 2.6561 3 10

Time(min) 96 38.0714 14.4407 21 60

~the figure 6 below, the students who took: the test in cycle 2 and used the CBL method to

live mathematical problems showed slightly higher speed in solving the problems, (average

of38.07min) compared to the traditional method where they required slightly longer time to

theproblems, (average time of 40. 88min).

Comparison of Results for Cycle1 and Cycte2
«UI6

CycIe1

Mean of Score (out of 10)

Cyde2

Mean of Time (mio) I

6: Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 Results Comparison

8 below was used to check bow time taken to solve the mathematical problems relates

the scores (test results). Higher scores were attained with less time taken in solving the

tical problems in both cycle 1 and cycle 2.
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Scores against time taken
Cycle 1 Cycle 2

20 30 40 50 60 20 30
Time (min)

40 50 60

Fitted values (Scores)

r,.'f: Scores against Time

Challenges faced by: the learners with PD In learning Mathematics uslng.Clsf.methods

in Kenya

e third objective was to establish the challenges faced by the learners with PD in learning

thematicsusing CBL methods in Kenya.

1Challenges faced by learners with PD using the CBL method

ingthe study most of the learners with PD, 52 (54%) indicated that they had problems with

iag the CBL method in learning mathematics using CBL. On the other hand, 46 (45%) had no

blem.Qualitative data was sought from the learner's interviews on factors hindering learners

con.puters an •.1 the problems arising from the else c;' cc .nputers to learn
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regardsthe factors that affected the use of computers in learning mathematics, students in all

iewsexpressed the following challenges as hindering their effective use of CBL; frequent

puter breakdown, difficulty in portability of the desktops into mathematics classrooms,

putersmake a lot of noise causing distractions, lack of computer skills, lack of access to

puters in the computer laboratory, slow and out-dated models of computers, out-dated

putersoftware, frequent power blackouts, negative students attitude towards computers, few

puters are available limiting learners, lack of mathematics computer soft wares, lack of

et connection, poor motivation on the use of computers, lack of computer-mathematics

hers, lack of practice on computer use, computers have different mathematics symbols

rentfrom those found in textbooks, use of computers requires more time and hence it wastes

lotoftime and lack of guidance on the use of computers.

studentsinterviewed echoed the following statement;

The.input systems in the used computers are not adopted tQ suitthe learners with
physical disabilities. Ialso have a lot of challenges in trying to understand proper'
use of the software installed and time given during the class lessons is not
adequate. Also we share the few useable computers with my classmates which are'
in most cases not enough as the case should be.

termsof problems arising from using computers to learn mathematics, some of the students

iewed underscored the following: slow typing speed on the computer keyboard that is not

I

"11\

t~

led to suit learners with PD, complicated functions (formulae) in the computers, lack of

. ingon computer use, computer breakdown while using them to learn mathematics, straining

s on bright light from computer screens, computer 'hang-ups' while using them, computer

rs as a result of wrong entries, computer viruses, power blackouts, computer vocabulary,

Isfrom teachers ~n the use of computers-take precaution because computers are expensive,
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lack of confidence towards computer use, lack of enough space for all

with wheelchairs and crutches, lack of adequate mathematics-computer

Ilftware, unwilling teachers to use computers, lack of computer facilities, lack of learning

programmeswhereby there is no time schedules on the use of computers, and change of

computerpasswords by other students.

Insummary, most of the students interviewed though seemingly enthusiastic about usmg

computersfor learning mathematics, were faced with several challenges which included,

6equentpower blackouts, lack of computer skills and inadequate mathematics software among

ers.This made some of them to OpI for alternative instruments for learning mathematics such

the use of scientific calculators, mathe natical tables and geometrical set. Students were

·lIingto use computers to learn mathematics much more if the concern; they raised like

viding computers adapted to suit their PD condition were put in place. These encouraging

tors and the relative rankings are similar to those reported by computer users in Zammit's

992)study which were; access to computers, the availability of software, self-motivation to .

y up-to-date, the need for students to learn to use technology, and a supportive computer

rdinator (teacher) were the five top-ranked (researcher-supplied) categories.

solutions to these problems included adding more computers to enable most of the learners

eS5 computers, buying more software, activating the site in discs and flash disks, going

ugh the work being done and installing the nrogram before lesson begin to avoid time

suming. They should be practicing the use of computers everyday and consulting others,

tingenough space to draw the graphs by giving students procedure during the lesson and
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keepingthe computers free from virus. buying more computers. baving all software required and

studentsshould ask the teacher for help. However, the study particularly found out that there is

need to provide computers that were adapted to suit the learners with PD like modified input

systemsto bridge manipulation challenges.

Had problem with using eBl

• Had problems

• Had no problem

fIgUre 8: Problems with using the CBL method

Thisstudy does not concur with some of the research on the effects of CBL on the mathematical

learningof students of various ages and ability levels. For example, students in kindergarten

~ fifth grade in Project CHILD classrooms, which integrate computer stations with bands-

onexploratory projects and direct instruction. bad higher test scores than students in tradinonal

classrooms(Butzin, 2000).

i orderfor students to receive the maximum benefit from using a computer learning system.

Is should provide instruction in how to use the system. These findings agree with ,
"~
I~~

gelbrecht& Harding, 2005; Jacobson, 2006 and Smith and Ferguson, 2004) that researchers

discovered a high degree of frustration among students and teachers in communicating with

ematical symbols. Learners need to learn how to enter mathematical notation. A student

have the correct answer on paper but the computer will not accept it as correct if the answer

enteredimproperly. They also need to know how to use the tutorial features and the study plan

improve their learning. Some students attempt the graded assignments without first working
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thetutorials and become discouraged when they earn low scores. Students should also be taught

howto monitor their progress in the course using the grade book.

Mathematics courseware is software used in a computer lab or in a classroom that pre-tests
II
I,

studentsto determine their specific mathematics needs. It then provides customized lessons and

tutorial that focus on those needs. The mathematics courseware program has resulted in

important benefit, improved student self-esteem (Holland, 2002). This leads to student

motivation, willingness to use computers in learning mathematics and an overall good

performancein mathematics at the end of the course and further career developments.

Qualitativedata obtained from the teachers focus group discussions required that they give
(

informationon level of consultation by the administration in acquisition of teaching and learning

materials,possible ways of improving existing K'T facilities and factors affecting the use of
-,

Computersto teach mathematics among others. In response, teachers in focus group discussion

mdicatedthe following as points of consultation: They are consulted on what type and quality of

computersoftware to buy, when making requisition of computer software, textbooks and

mputeraccessories, they are members of the tendering committee and they give estimates of

eprices of computer software in the market.

athematics,they indicated the following as their reasons for not doing so; most mathematics

or those teachers in focus group discussion who were not USing computers to teach

cherslack computer ski lis, lack of mathematics software, few computers, having more lessons

othersubjects, and the computer laboratory is small and cannot accommodate all students with

inone shift. Over and above, the respondent teachers in interviewed indicated the following

factors affecting use of computers to teach mathematics: unmodified computers to suit
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learnerswith PD, lack of mathematics software, power blackouts, few computers, lack of enough

timeto prepare for computer mathematics lessons, syllabus is not yet integrated with use of

computers,lack of computer skills by mathematics teachers, all classes do not have sockets to

usewith computers, lack of time schedule in the laboratory for mathematics lessons, poor

internetconnectivity and workload- more lessons for mathematics teachers hence they are biased

tothesecond subject.

Inconclusion, most of the teachers in focus group discussion seem not to be using computers in

teachingof mathematics due to several reasons that include lack of appropriate computer skills,

I18dequatecomputer hardware and software and tendency to be doing things the usual way

ongothers. This finding seems to be in agreement with that of Norton (1999) who in studying

isbane teachers' responses to and beliefs about using computers for mathematics learning

nd that: (i) few secondary mathematics teachers used comput rs at least weekly; (ii)

mputers were considered equally or more-effective than traditional instruction for doing

culations or providing basic skills practice; few teachers considered computers useful in

velopingconceptual understandings. The effective use of technology depends on the teacher.

eachersshould use technology to enhance their students' learning opportunities by selecting or

ting mathematical tasks that take advantage of what technology can do efficiently and well -

phing,visualizing, and computing (NCTM, 20(0).

theU.S., Smerdon, e/ al., (2000), found in their study that only half of the public school

hers who had computers available in their schools used them. for classroom teaching and

ing. The teachers' perceptions of the barriers to computer and Internet use for instruction

Most frequently, the teachers in focus group discussion reported lack of
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Thisagree with Hadley and Sheingold (1993) who reported a similar, related set of barriers to

computeruse that teachers identified in this study which included: lack of appropriate software

information about it; teachers' self-doubts, lack of interest or knowledge about computers;

equate numbers of computers; and lack of maintenance, support, advice, and upkeep. In a

·Iy recent large Australian study, Finger et al., (1999) found that most of the participating

hers had very high levels of basic computer skills, with a much lower proportion reporting

anced skills. In this study however, the main challenge as revealed is teachers' lack of

uate training on the teaching of learners with PD and ill preparedness on the use of

putersto teach mathematics- to this category of students.

releasetime to learn how to use computers, lack of time in the daily schedule for students to use

computersin class and insufficient numbers of computers as the major barriers. These findings

werequite eminent in this study.

Strategiesadopted by learners with physically disabled to overcome the challenges in

learningmathematics using CBL Methods

s was obtained from the recommendations given by the students as summarized in Table 28.

mthe findings 23 (24%) of the students agreed that computer based learning is good because

madethe lesson interesting, it avoided boredom as indicatedin Table 25 below.
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Table25: Recommendations on the steps to be taken to improve the teaching and learning
of mathematics

Frequency Percent Cumulative
Percent

Computer based learning is good because 23 24.0
itmakes the lesson to be interesting and
isnot easy to get bored
Encouraging teachers to use eBL to
teach students math's than using the 12 12.5
traditional system
Encouraging the frequency use of
computer in schools for learning. 7 7.3
Having weekly lessons of eBL should be
incorporated in curriculum 8 8.3
Useof eBL should also be introduced to
othersubjects 23 24.0
Itsgives teachers and students easy time
and also students solve problems from 8 8.3
thecomputer as fast as possible
Teachers of mathematics should guide
the students on how to perform 1 1.0
calculations during computer based
laming
Students should inquire the use of
computer when doing math's as-tltts- will 7 . 7.3
Increase performance and interest III

maths
CBL should be used continuously
because it takes less time to complete 7 7.3
mathematics exercises.

24.0

36.5

43.8

52.1

76.0

84.4

85.4

92.7

100.0

96 100.0

Fromthe study, 7 (7.3%) students recommended the frequency use of computer in schools for

learningas it increased their performance and interest. Its use should be continued because it

tookthem less time to complete tasks. Also 8 (8.3%) schools should be encouraged more and at

leasthave weekly lessons of eBL. The teachers and students should be given more time to

understand and get acquainted with the use of projectors. This will enable students to get

questionsand answers from the computer as fast as possible.

\,,~\
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Fromthe study 12 (12.5%) agreed that they encourage teachers to use eBL to teach students

math's than using the traditional system. Finally, some of the respondents identify teachers of

mathematics should guide the students on how to perform calculations using computer based use.

Thestudy recommends eBL related accessories should be made available in order to ensure that

sustainable computer projects initiated. Teachers should be trained on innovative uses of

computersin teaching and learning so that they become competent in using them.

Bothpre and in service teachers should be trained in computer literacy. Government should have

clearguidelines regarding the design of standard curriculum focusing on education software and

availingthem be scholars for purposes of teaching and learning. The Government in liaison with

otherstakeholders should implement policies relating to facilitation of universal access to leT

infrastructur , i.e. power equipment and improved connectivity in all institutions of learning.

Government incentives like good remuneration as this will make significant efforts in eBL

motivation.

Qualitativedata obtained from teachers during the interviews on possible ways of improving

existingcomputers to help in the teaching of mathematics to learners with PD highlighted the

following: input systems in the computers should be modified to suit the learners with PD,

computersshould be regularly serviced, purchasing all computer accessories, networking the

existingcomputers, expanding the computer laboratory, use of projectors for large classes,

improvingon the speed of processing of the current computers by upgrading their memory,

installingmathematics-computer software on the existing computers, timetabling to include all
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classes, time schedule to accommodate all forms, purchasing more computers, constructing

powerpoint screens in classrooms and updating the antivirus regularly.

Thesame teachers therefore suggested the following as the possible solutions to the stated

factorsas a remedial mechanism: all subjects to be· allocated time to use computers in the

computer laboratory, all teachers of mathematics teaching in schools for learners with PD be

providedwith seminars and in-servicing on the current trends and methodologies of teaching

learnerswith PD,all teachers of mathematics to be in-serviced on leT-Skills, improve computer

infrastructure, purchase mathematics software, revise current syllabus to accommodate use of

computers to teach mathematics, downloading materials for mathematics from the internet,

powerbackup to be installed in school such as a generator and UPS (Uninterruptible Power

Supply),installation of power sockets in every mathematics class, sponsorships by computer for

schoolsby making computers affordable to more schools, employ more mathematics teachers

withcomputer skills and the internet connectivity should be made cheap and affordable.

Allthe teachers in the focus group discussion further echoed the following as the possible

solutionson the challenges; need to demystify the complexity of the subject among the learners

withPDby using eBL in curriculum to illustrate, demonstrate and illuminate abstract concepts,

CBLshould be integrated so that teachers and students can use to teach and learn mathematics,

replicating the eBL to other subjects other than mathematics, eBL software for teaching

mathematicsshould be designed in line with the teachers and learners backgrounds and cultural

orientation, simulation software should consider interest of learners' core of navigation,

graduationfrom simple to complex concepts and finally suitable design consideration should be

calibratedin order to have effective simulations software. This should include subject specificity,
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easeof operation, navigational and help concerns, interests and developmental stages of learners,

feedbackmechanisms as well as multi - media issues.

Inconclusion, the process of simulations design should involve the creation of a simulation

model and learners interface, creation of an instruction design of the environment and

institutional intervention as well as integration of the parts of the environment to a complete

system.There is need to consider the goal, performance, target population, analyzing task, media

selection and cost analysis, interface design, sequencing lessons design and learners control,

collaboration between programmers graphic artist, writers and subjects matter expects,

implementation subjects matter explain, implementation and evaluation goals, e.g. delivering the

finalproducts to learners and evaluating whether goals are met.

Softwareshould provide motivation, reveal misconceptions that would inhibit learning, provide

anorganizing cognitive structure for receiving new material service as concrete example of

complex, abstract concepts and have capabilities for scaffolding and meta- cognition.

Professional developmental should be provided to help teachers understand the needs of

developmental students (Boylan, 2002). Teachers must be committed to continually improving

theirinstructional practice in order to provide a high-quality education for all students, no matter

whatmethod of instruction is being used.

'"

Althoughlecture alone has not been effective with students with PD, there is evidence in the

literaturethat enhancing the lecture with such techniques as group work, cooperative learning,

classdiscussions, real-world examples, and peer tutoring has positive results. Educators using
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lectureand the remaining days would be for students to work problems and take quizzes.

the traditional lecture should examine their teaching practice and find ways to enhance the

lecturewith active learning and relevant examples that will motivate students to learn. Courses

couldbe redesigned with classes meeting four or five days a week. Two or three days could be

r.,
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1Introduction

Thischapter presents the summary, conclusions and recommendations of the study as per the

researchobjectives.

5.2Summary of Findings

5.2.1Instructional strategies for teaching mathematics to learners with PD in Kenya

Theresults indicated most of students were taught through traditional method although their

performances were below average. Majority of the students started interacting with computers

whilein form three. There was also use of techniques such as group work, cooperative learning,

classdiscussions, real-world examples, and peer tutoring to improve results. Students reported

thatCBL is easier to understand than traditional method. Students agreed that computers added

valueto their motivation and achievement. The software was helpful to students as it made

students enjoy mathematics and added value to their learning. However, the respondents

suggestedthat the software need still be improved by introducing new methods, modifying the

inputmethod to suit the learners with varied physical disabilities and also connecting the

computersto the internet.

Therapidly changing capabilities of computer hardware and software, computers have the

potential to enhance learning in a greater variety of ways. When traditional instruction is

supplemented with computer-assisted instruction, students receive traditional instruction in the

classroom,but the computer changes how they study outside the classroom.
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Professionalin-service should be provided to help teachers understand the needs of the learners

withphysical disabilities. Teachers must be committed to continually improving their

instructionalpractice in order to provide a high-quality education for all students. Teachers using

thetraditional lecture should examine their teaching practice and find ways to enhance the

lecturewith active learning and relevant examples that motivates students to learn.

5.2.2Effect of Computer based use OD mathematics performance

Fromthe study the lowest students' academic achievement in Mathematics was during the pre-

testin school A, Band e, with a mean score of 50.60. However the highest students' academic

Ik:hievementin Mathematics was during the adoption of eBL method having a mean score of

63.75. On average the adoption of traditional method after subjecting the students to the eBL

methodhad an average mean score of 56.40. This mean score was higher than that ofthe pre-test

t lowerthan that of eBL method.

erewas a statistically significant difference at thep<.05 level in eBL method [F (2, 125)

33.14, p=.OOO].Since the effects of eBL method was found to be .significant, it implies that the

eansdiffer more than would be expected by chance alone and despite reaching statistical

'gnificance,the actual difference in mean scores between the groups was quite small. There was

statisticallysignificant difference p>.05 in pre-test [F (2,125) =.234, p>005] and traditional

thod[F (2,125) =2.29, p>005]. Since the effects of traditional method were found to be not

ificant,it implies that the means do not differ much.

m the test result, the pre-test and post-test were found to be significantly different p = 0.000

95% CI (-35.2316, -16.9112).The researcher then grouped the respondents from the treatment

ofthe study into two groups; group 1 and group 2, they were then taught for a period of time

'og twodifferent methods of learning and given three series of tests at the end of that period.
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etestswere then administered to students in groups 1 and 2, where groupl were students who

vebeenusing eBL in learning mathematics while group2 were students who have been using

ditionalmethod in learning mathematics. Students who have been using eBL throughout the

ingperiod posted, on average, higher results (testl = 90%, test2 = 94% and test3 = 88%) in

thethree tests compared to their counterparts who have been using traditional method.

oretests were further administered to all respondents under study through cycle 1 (comprised

studentsin the control group) and cycle 2 (comprised the students in the treatment group) in

er to compare the speed taken in solving mathematical problems alongside measuring

ievement.In cycle 1, students used the traditional method to solve mathematical problems

ilein cycle 2 they used the eBL method. The students who took the test in cycle 2 and used

eBL method to solve mathematical problems showed slightly higher speed in solving the

blems(average time of 38.07min) compared to the traditional method where they required

'ghtlylonger time to solve the problems (average time of 40.88min).

current study found significant difference in final exam scores of students receivmg

itionalinstruction and those receiving eBL. The adoption of eBL methods influenced the

ents'Mathematics performance among the students with physical disabilities.

Challenges faced by the learners with PD in learning mathematics using CBL

methodsin Kenya

hmathematics teachers and learners with PD encountered some challenges while using the

il: doing mathematics that range from 'nadequate computers, software to

odifiedinputs of the existing computers like key boards. The solutions to these problems

ludedadding more computers, buying more software, activating the site in discs and flash
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from form one in all the secondary schools of learners with physical disabilities if they are to

performwell and compete at the same level with their non-disabled counterparts.

Thestudents with physical disabilities learn extremely well with computer based use. The low

performancein mathematics was associated with the traditional method of learning mathematics,

whilethe use of CBL greatly led to improvement in mathematics performance alongside creating

anenjoyable environment for learning. The same students also learn equally well in traditional

lecturesupplemented with computer-based learning method in mathematics.

Studentshave an interest in using technology for a variety of purposes including academics.

Theyprovide educators the opportunity to create courses in a variety of alternative formats to the

traditionallecture methods in order to address the different learning styles and preferences of

dentswith diverse special needs.

e use of CBL had the potential to enhance learning of mathematics among the learners with

D. When traditional instruction methods were used after computer-assisted instruction, the

dents demonstrated better performance than their colleagues who had not been introduced to
'''"

of computers at all. The results however were lower than the results of those who were

sently on the treatment group. Notable challenges include the government unpreparedness to

ndlethis category of learners due to lack of equipments that add value to existing computers

atby and large are tailored towards the able.

ecomputer use in teaching and learning of Mathematics among the learners with disability is

illin its early phase. Integration of computer in the teaching and learning of Mathematics suffer
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frominadequate computer infrastructure in schools, ill equipped and overburdened teaching

forceand overstretched school budgets incapable of sorting out the financial challenges that the

schoolsface relative to computer integration in the teaching and learning process. There is need

toaddress those factors affecting computer use in teaching and learning of Mathematics among

thelearners with PD in order to integrate its use in the teaching and learning of Mathematics in

schools.

5.3Recommendations

Thefollowing recommendations need to be strengthening for better achievement of learners with

physicaldisabilities in learning mathematics using CBL;

1. There is need for adaption of CBL methods among learners with physical disabilities in

schools in order to improve their performance in mathematics.

2. The CBL Methods should be used by teachers to teach students with physical disabilities

in their classroom since it enhances their motivation towards learning of Mathematics.

3. There is need fer provision of varied mathematics software tailored towards the learners

with PD. Also training opportunities for regular classroom teachers should be conducted

in order to equip the learners with computer based skills in their studies and their general

lives.

4. There is need to diversify the use of CBL methods among the learners with PD in all

areas of instruction apart from mathematics

5. Education stakeholders in the country should finance provision of computers, power

generator, mathematics computer software, and expand computer laboratories in all
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secondary schools. This will enhance the use of computers in the teaching and learning of

mathematics among learners with physical disabilities.
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5.4Suggestions for Further Research

The study finds out other areas that should be considered for further research. These include:-

1. Establishing success of implementation of laptops to class one pupils of the public

primary schools among the physically disabled learners in Kenya.

2. Determining the effects of computer based learning in mathematics performance among

the learners with other forms of impairments in the secondary schools in Kenya.
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